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A mRNA Christmas...
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time"
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COVID Fact-Check: "ICUs Are Filled With The
Unvaccinated"

BY TYLER DURDEN THURSDAY, DEC 09, 2021 - 05:00 AM
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Via Off-Guardian.org,

A few days ago Dr Hillary Jones, whilst being interviewed on Lorraine Kelly, claimed:

90% of people in hospital are unvaccinated”.

🚨🚨 @reallorraine - “That is a really a figure we really need to
concentrate on, 90% of people in hospital have not been vaccinated”

➡ A figure to focus on because its factually incorrect from
@DrHilaryJones

◼ 36% of Covid patients in hospital unvaccinated not 90%
pic.twitter.com/PBw1RVGM2E

— Jamie Jenkins (@statsjamie) December 6, 2021

Similarly, last week, Kevin Maguire claimed on Jeremy Vine’s show that:

The unvaccinated are filling hospital beds, they’re in ICUs taking up precious
resources – there are hospital waiting lists going up because there are so
many unvaccinated people in hospitals”

1/4 On @JeremyVineOn5 @Kevin_Maguire claimed the following

"The unvaccinated are filling hospital beds, they're in ICUs taking up
precious resources - there are hospital waiting lists going up because
there are so many unvaccinated people in hospitals"@Ofcom

Next thread 👇 pic.twitter.com/FYG6kXOUxN

— James (@JamesfWells) December 3, 2021

Television presenters and news headlines across the United Kingdom have commonly
referred to hospitals being filled with unvaccinated covid19 patients.

As if it could ever be considered evidence of anything, an anonymous “doctor” wrote a
piece for The Guardian, which he filled with nameless anecdotal evidence,
and emotively headlined:

ICU is full of the unvaccinated – my patience with them is wearing thin

This claim is regularly used as an argument for vaccine mandates, and/or
unvaxxed-only lockdowns.

But is it true?

In a word, no.

ICUs are not “full” of unvaccinated covid patients, they’re not even full of covid
cases. In fact, they’re not even full at all.

As of last week, NHS England’s own bed statistics reported that England has 4330
available critical care beds, of which 894 (21%) are being used by Covid patients, 2608
(60%) non-Covid patients and 828 (19%) were empty.

So, England’s critical care beds are not even 90% full, let alone 90% full of
unvaccinated covid patients.

But let’s be charitable and assume these people misspoke or communicated their point
badly. Let’s assume they meant 90% of covid hospitalisations are unvaccinated.

That, at least, is true right? Wrong.

The actual number is 35.4%

According to the UK’s Health Security Agency data (page 31 of this document) 6639
patients were admitted to hospital “with Covid” in the weeks 44-47 of this year. Of those
6639, 2355 were unvaccinated.

So unvaccinated people do not even make up the majority of Covid cases, let
alone the majority of ICU admissions in general.

So, even going by the official statistics – which we’ve previously shown are routinely
inflated to make the “pandemic” appear frightening – the claim is incorrect.

And that doesn’t even account for the fact that, according to Public Health England, a
“Covid hospitalisation” is anyone admitted to hospital for any reason within 28
days of a positive Covid test. This could include people who are admitted to hospital
for something else and then happen to test positive while they are there.

We could also discuss the tiny number of hospital beds available in this country, which
has more than halved since the 1980s, whilst the population has exploded in that time.

But that’s really an article for another day.
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Another day, another desperate lie.

I wish people start realizing en masse the media is the virus. That should
change the equation...

DurdenRae
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These statistics actually prove that the “vaccines” do not work at all.

Zero benefit to having a covid vaccine vs unvaxed.

2+2 ≠ 5
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They should be very careful discussing facts about these poisons. 
Andreas Noack did not kill himself after exposing graphene
hydroxide in the "vaccines."  

https://www.naturalnews.com/2021-12-08-andreas-noack-dead-
graphene-hydroxide-covid-vaccines.html
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Let's put this a different way...

I'm NOT vaxxed (& presumably ~ at least with regards to any
behavior on that subject, I share something in common with other
NOT vaxxed people)...

The lunacy of this whole situation is that I'll do anything and
everything in my power to STAY AWAY FROM hospitals
altogether for whatever reason...

About a month ago, I sliced my thumb up pretty bad when a knife
slipped while I was sharpening it... I know what kinds of wounds
require stitches and which don't & this one was on my left thumb,
whereby I've gone to the hospital no less than 4x previously in my
life to get stitches on that same hand...

Was I going to the hospital now? No f>ucking way...

So these people can kiss my ass...

Milton Maynard Cheese
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Side Effects From COVID-19 Vaccines Are Difficult to
Distinguish From Early Symptoms of Virus: Study

By Katabella Roberts December 8, 2021 Updated: December
8,

Post-COVID-19 vaccination side effects cannot be clearly
differentiated from the early symptoms of the virus, according
to new findings led by researchers at King’s College London
and published last week in the eClinical Medicine journal.

Researchers who conducted the study, titled “Disentangling
post-vaccination symptoms from early COVID-19” noted that
“some individuals experience systemic symptoms post-
vaccination, which overlap with COVID-19 symptoms.”

Scientists sought to differentiate the two by comparing early
post-vaccination symptoms in individuals who subsequently
tested positive or negative for SARS-CoV-2, using data from
the COVID Symptom Study (CSS) app, formerly the COVID
Symptom Tracker, an epidemiological research mobile app
developed in the United Kingdom.

The study analyzed data from 362,770 UK users of the CSS
App aged between 16–90 years who had been vaccinated
between Dec. 8, 2020 and May 17, 2021, and who
subsequently reported at least one symptom associated with
COVID-19 within the first seven days of vaccination, other than
local symptoms at the injection site.

Of these, 14,842 people took a PCR or lateral flow test, and
150 people (1 percent) subsequently reported being positive
for the CCP (Chinese Communist Party) virus, which causes
the disease COVID-19.

In order to identify the differences between early COVID-19
and post-vaccination side effects, researchers used machine
learning models to review a comprehensive list of 28
symptoms associated with the virus, including headaches,
nausea, diarrhea, and fatigue, among others.

They also analyzed the data using just the three core
symptoms emphasized by the UK’s National Health Service: a
high temperature, new continuous cough, and loss or change
in sense of smell or taste.

Researchers said that the machine learning models found it
difficult to differentiate between symptoms in people who were
diagnosed with COVID-19 and symptoms due to having
received the shots with “clinical robustness,” unless a test was
taken.

“Differentiating post-vaccination side-effects alone from early
COVID-19 was challenging, with a sensitivity in identification of
individuals testing positive of 0.6 at best. Most of these
individuals did not have a fever, persistent cough, or
anosmia/dysosmia, requisite symptoms for accessing UK
testing; and many only had systemic symptoms commonly
seen post-vaccination in individuals negative for SARS-CoV-2
(headache, myalgia, and fatigue),” researchers wrote.

Researchers noted that individuals who present systemic
symptoms post-vaccination should be tested for COVID-19 or
self isolate to prevent community spread.

“In conclusion, post-vaccination symptoms cannot be
distinguished with clinical confidence from early SARS-CoV-2
infection,” the scientists wrote. “Our study highlights the
critical importance of testing symptomatic individuals—even if
recently vaccinated—to ensure early detection of SARS-CoV-2
infection and help prevent future waves of COVID-19.”

However, scientists noted that they “could not conduct a fair
statistical analysis of symptoms after first vs. second
vaccination for symptom profiling, given the very small
numbers of infected individuals presenting after second
vaccination.”

They are also considering using a more complex model to
improve the current results, noting that their current sample
size limited the use of such models.

“Were a larger dataset to be available, we agree this would be
a potential approach,” they wrote.

Three COVID-19 vaccines—Pfizer-BioNTech, AstraZeneca,
and Moderna—are currently being used in the UK.

According to the UK’s Medicines and Healthcare products
Regulatory Agency (MHRA), more than 1 in 10 people can
suffer minor adverse reactions to the vaccines including pain
at the injection site, fatigue, headache, myalgia (muscle pains),
chills, arthralgia (joint pains), and fever.

However, the agency states that these reactions are typically
mild or moderate and resolve within a few days, adding that
they are usually reported less frequently in those aged 55 or
above than in younger people.

The findings come shortly after the discovery of the COVID-19
Omicron variant, which is now in 38 countries. No deaths have
so far been reported from the new variant, which was first
found in South Africa.

There are currently 437 confirmed cases of Omicron in the UK,
official figures show.

https://www.theepochtimes.com/side-effects-from-covid-19-
vaccines-are-difficult-to-distinguish-from-early-symptoms-of-
virus-study_4145109.html
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Of course it is hard to disentangle...the spike protein effs
sh1t up whether it is natural (debatable) or the result of
vaccination.

PropOrNot Mariella Novotny
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The bigger the lie, the more you repeat it.

The more you repeat it, the more it's believed.

The more it's believed, the bigger the lie gets.

Wash, rinse, repeat. The amazing "science" of our fake
intellectuals.

People are often stupid, and they sometimes stay stupid
longer than they can save themselves.

But that doesn't go on forever. It just does damage for as
long as it does.

Let's Go DAVOS!

Roacheforque
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100% of 30 to 39 year olds, hospitalized with Covid in
Iowa, are "unvaccinated".

Oh my!

Oh wait...how many people are we talking about?

FORTY PEOPLE IN A POPULATION OF OVER 3 MILLION!

Oh, wait, what, in the 80+ age group, the "hospitalized"
vaccinated exceed the unvaccinated!

..and this is all proof, that "the vaccines work"?
 

Note that it's possible that ALL of these 30 to 39 people fell
off a ladder, tested positive for Covid once admitted, are in
the hospital with a broken back and a runny nose...if that.

Most "Covid" hospitalizations are an overnight stay...the
majority are less than 3 days...that is why the "hospitalized"
number stays the same...it's a revolving door.

LINK

Bacon's Rebellion
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"cases" ?????

Sandmann
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MHRA is funded by Bill Gates

MHRA is laying off staff due to budget cuts in UK

Sandmann
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buy a DMT sharpener, no need to use force

NoPasaran
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How to get the truth out when all major news media is
owned by the globalists?

Jade_Dragon
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How do you know those people can kiss your ass?

learnandprotect
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Unvaxx’d are keeping up with supplements to strengthen
immune response, taking up workout routines, and losing
weight.  We have often had to change doctors and hospitals in
order to find common sense, and yes we know going to the
wrong doctor or hospital could result in an “oops we vaxxed
you” because the covidians are very cult-like, devout believers
in their leaders’ wisdom regardless of any contrary facts.  

Pippi_Lungstocking
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Got that right I regularly take a zinc tab now or pop a bottle
of green tea.

I never used too do that before ... ever.

Also I do like to kick and punch my punch bag but I do
consider that a socialist I am having to defend myself
against.

GreatUncle
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Doctors are faith healers - if you don't accept their
"diagnosis" they are stumped to justify their claims

Sandmann
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Avoid all government and medical facilities that is just
asking to be found positive from a PCR test and dragged away
too a concentration camp.

GreatUncle
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Milton Maynard Cheese,

I, too, am unVaxxed and taking "precautionary medicine"
along with zinc.

A nine part documentary series has just been released called
"Covid Revealed". It's a great documentary.

YearningForLiberty
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Another coincidence of course. /S

So many coincidences all around this vaccine it is like I live in a
coincidence reality.

GreatUncle
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No-one by that name was certified dead

There is no apparent evidence of such a death

The police raid was a year earlier to arrest the companion in his
room who was selling "drugs" online.

Having watched video I am trying to find claim his "wife" made
wings true or not

Sandmann
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It is being reported that he died in Carinthia, Australia on 26th
November 2021 – Aged 57

There are multiple reports on the world-wide innerwebs.  Their
veracity, I cannot verify. 

Misesmissesme
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.  

smellmyfingers
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These comments show that ZH readers don't understand math at
all..

75 % of UK population has received at least one jab. So if we use
math here: 65 % (vaccinated in ICUs) < 75 % (the vaccination
ratio)  means that there is overrepresentation of unvaxed in ICUs by
40 % (10 / 25 = 40 %).

pusla
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Sure bud. now get your booster.

Leonine
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I bet he thinks a mask protects himself

JimmyJones
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University of Oxford Study of 250,000 people - The Astra
ChAdOx1 "vaccine" reduced your likelihood (compared to
the "unvaccinated") of contracting/spreading the virus by
11% at the 2 week post vaccination mark. From 14 days to
90 days post vaccination, it went from 11% to 0%.

These are not "vaccines"; they are drugs that manipulate
your immune system to fight a specific virus for a period of
less than 90 days.

Oxford PDF

Bacon's Rebellion
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Denmark
>> 2,748 total Covid19 related deaths
>> 131 per month (19 months)
>> 4.3 people (70+% over the age of 70) per day in a
population of 5.8 million...

/////

DEADLY PANDEMIC?

15.2 per 100,000 = Common flu death rate in a typical
severity year
5,800,000/100k = 58
58x15.2 = 881 would die per year in Denmark of the
common flu (12 months)
881/12 = 74 per month
74*19 months of Covid = 1,406 of the 2,748 deaths would
have occurred without Covid19

1,342 "extra" people, primarily over the age of 70, for an
"excess death" rate of 2.35 people per day which
"overloaded/crushed" the hospital system?

////

"VACCINES" ARE HIGHLY EFFECTIVE?

>> Nov 30, 2020 - ZERO% "vaccinated" in Denmark and
816 total deaths  
>> Dec 1, 2020 - Rapid "vaccination" begins and ramps
from 0% to 86%
>> 1,927 people die during this ramp to 86% "vaccinated"
>> Nov 11, 2021, deaths per day in Denmark is at all time
high...

Denmark Dashboard
CDC Common Flu

Bacon's Rebellion
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How about we use a bit more data. You can see in the
below charts two spikes in excess mortality (march/april
2020, and november/december 2020 and january 2021) that
are most likely related to covid waves, and when
vaccinations were not in effect. As you can see the excess
death have mostly disappeared but still at increased
levels when the vaccinations started.

You can see the excess deaths of 20 - 40 % over the
baseline especially in over 45 years old. 

https://www.euromomo.eu/graphs-and-maps . 

pusla
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ROFL.  Try again.  One jab is jabbed-vaxxed to us.  
One jab has killed the recipient on many occasions.

SMC
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What are you talking about? Over 7 billion covid jabs has been
given already. The covid jabs don't seem to have affected
much on the mortality rate in Europe unlike the covid
itself https://www.euromomo.eu/graphs-and-maps .

pusla
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I'm gonna miss you, pusla. Stay safe.  

peippe
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https://www.webbotforum.com/forums/topic/10146-
ivermectin-they-had-to-blackball-it/page/8/?tab=comments

I'll stick to horse de-wormer.

Much more effective than the clot shot. 

dumdum
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you will suffer from post plandemic stress disorder in due
time, most likely before the plandemic ends

get your dose now, sajid told you

NoPasaran
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Rest In Peace and perpetural ignorance comrade. 

Dame Ednas Possum
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Total of 4000 died of COVID in Italy according to revised
Govt Figures.

Out of a population of 60 million.

They had an average age of 79, four years above the
average age of death.

They also had an average of 3 co-morbidities ( diabetes,
hypertension, angina, obesity etc ) 

A REAL Pandemic to be scared of !

orsotoro
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That shows 62% effectiveness. Far, far away form the 95% which
was given as the justification for conducting a medical
experiment on every last person.

Lockesmith
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I don't know what you were promised but here in Finland we
were not promised immunity or 95% effectiveness for the
vaccine. Many finns take the influenza vaccine every year,
even though we know its effectiveness is somewhere around
30 - 60%.

pusla
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they (NIH) actually revised their definition of 'vaccine' in their
website september, 2021.  

Yeah.  

peippe
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"...here in Finland..."

Is that a city in Israel you Hasbara troll?  Please go
somewhere else to spread your nonsense.

SQRT 69
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So Finns enjoy ejecting toxins in their bodies.  Understood.

SassyPants
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Gibraltar, 100% vaxxed, big Covid surge, do the maff.

Using more data points helps clarify results.

TheLastTrump
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do you understand the difference between the standard (for
now) influenza vaccine and the mrna fakzine?

take your third dose asap, please, you are not fully injected,
listen to bourla, your two doses do not work against
ohmecrow, only three doses will save you, and do not take
your mask off at any point, you may die from the air

NoPasaran
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Pulsa, please explain why...

Finland
>> ~80% of the over 12 population is "vaccinated"
>> 7 day average deaths is at a record high on Nov 28th
>> 7 day average cases is at a record high on Dec 5th

Bacon's Rebellion
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You are clearly a spoon fed IDIOT

TEAM AMALEK
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Sorry if all that math made your head hurt.

pusla
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Math? No you just parroting MSM narratives and think that
makes you smart. Booster up you Finnish cvnt.

Sol Invictvs
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three doses and ff2 will save your life

do it now

don't forget your children, they are virus superspreaders

NoPasaran
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I am not parroting anything. If you want to do the math with
the statistics reported in this article, I can help you with that.

pusla
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1 jab doesn't count as vaccinated.  Meaning 75% is too high a
figure to compare to.

Big Beauregard
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Seemingly no amount of jabs counts as "vaccinated" if regular
boosters are required adinfinitum. 

Dame Ednas Possum
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Interestingly, one Jab seems to have provided superior
protection in some studies to being double-Jabbed or even
natural immunity.  Possibly related to the amount of mRNA in
the dose, which is lower for some brands on the 1st one.

nostops4me
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No - you do not understand the new definition of un-vaccinated.

Jab

< 14 days after jab = Un-vaccinated.

> 14 days but < 90 days after jab = Vaccinated.

> 90 days  after jab = Un - Vaccinated. 

Stop talking out the wrong end of your body !.

Bob - Enough
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If no booster ... soon every vaxxed person will be unvaxxed
until they receive the booster shot.

And then the same rules you mention 

< 14 days after booster = Un-vaccinated.

> 14 days but < 90 days after booster = Vaccinated.

> 90 days  after booster = Un - Vaccinated. 

GreatUncle
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If the vaccine did not work, then the number of people in the
hospital would be proportional to the number of vaccinated and
unvaccinated. In this case, the unvaccinated are 2X their proportion.
So to say they don't work means you are just really bad at math.

dbtunr
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db tunr, learn the difference between coincidence and causality.

In UK, they have a larger problem than USA because they are
ruled by the Windsor's.

fntime3
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6 4 Reply"

ruled by the Windsor's.

The Windsor's are diseased. They spread disease. In UK when
someone comes down

with Windsor Low Life Infection, the hospitals claim its Covid to
cover up for Windsor's. :(
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son, check yourself into the mental ward. 

dbtunr
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%
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you will soon suffer from post plandemic stress disorder

did you take your third dose? because, as you know from
knowledgeable source Pfizer only three doses will save your
life, and ff2 mask, of course, there are virus particles floating
in the air everywhere, the uk commercial told me, so do not
take your ff2 off or you will die almost immediately

don't forget to boost every three months, the expert sajid
javid told you and you want to follow science

if you have kids please inoculate them as soon as possible,
Boris has had another offspring and we know the earth is
overpopulated, Boris wrote it in his own blog, so you will
have to show solidarity and save your kids from omicron
asap, it is your duty

NoPasaran
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@dbtunr

The "effectiveness" of vaccine drugs is poor. And for this
slight reduction in risk, what are the "vaccinated" risking in
the long term?

For the elderly, the "effectiveness" may be worth the long
term risk...but for the young and healthy, especially since
these drugs do almost nothing to "prevent the spread"; it's
a risk not worth taking.

This link to an article in Quanta Magazine (great place to
read about science/math/biology) discusses the problem
with vaccines CAUSING mutations in viruses.

Summed Up:

Bacon's Rebellion

If you don’t have these pathogens evolving in
response to vaccines, then we really don’t
understand natural selection. - Paul Ewal
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I will. if you get help with your sexual issues, Monkey!

fntime3
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We have the Windsors but you have the jogger that stole a
Windsor and turned a buffoon into a totally insane jogger lover.

learnandprotect
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Wrong.

Lockesmith
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another math retard

dbtunr
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Unvaxxed are double represented? That’s
retardation, skippy.

 

Gibralter, 100% vaxxed, big Covid surge.
 

Same pattern playing out around the world while tards split
hairs desperate to stave off the knowledge that they fked up
& took an injection that doesn’t keep them safe & may
cause irreparable harm.

 

TheLastTrump
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Gibraltar has many transients. So 100% vaccinated is hardly
true. It's like saying a US Souther border crossing town is
100% vaccinated. But, nice try. Keep believing your Russian
troll narrative you useful idiot.

dbtunr
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"work" has a spectrum.

If the mRNA therapy had a 95% effectiveness as promised, then
the per 1000 vaxxed figures would be one twentieth of the per
1000 unvaxxed figures.

So it clearly does not work in that sense.

Then we have to move our definition of "work". If it made you 1%
less likely to be ill, would that be it "working"? For most people, a
big NO, but under your definition, it "works".

Making an argument against experimental gene therapy would be
much more difficult if

1. CCPV chinese flu were dangeorus

2. The medical procedure had a 10 to 1 or greater efficacy

 

Given the failure on both fronts, it is very easy to say "no, thank
you"

Lockesmith
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Gibraltar has over 100% jab rate (some are double jabbed
accounting for the 100%+ rate), with 22 new cases each day.
100% of the new cases are jabbed cases.

https://graphics.reuters.com/world-coronavirus-tracker-and-
maps/countries-and-territories/gibraltar/

DanDaley
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If the alleged “vaccine”  DID work then the alleged figure of dead
people from the OMFUGVIRUS in 2021 would be LOWER than
that figure from 2020. But that number is HIGHER. More dead
people in the US allegedly from the OMFUGVIRUS in 2021 with a
greater concentration of that number coming from states with
HIGHER “vaccination” rates.

Let that sink in.

Not a vaccine. Definition changed.

Never was a pandemic. Definition changed.

Never has been an effective diagnosis test. PCR was NEVER
intended to be used for such.

Greatest scam in history. And no, sorry Pulsa, the Finnish people
are not immune from the mass psychosis which has spread
across the world. Stupid is an equal opportunity employer.

artless
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Zero benefit, all negative. 

chiswickcat
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And that's the thing about vaccines...they are supposed to provide
group benefit, to those who take it and those who do not....which
these so-called 'vaccines' ...do not.

Dash8
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You mean “group benefit” like the Marek disease chickens kind of
“benefit” ?

By that measure then the alleged “vaccines” are crushing it!

Good point Dash8. And I will add that there has NEVER been a
successful vax for a Corona Virus whether in man or beast. Ever.
Indeed it usually ends badly as with the Marek’s example with
which I opened my response.

artless
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The other thing this study does not consider is WHY they went to the
hospital and are in the ICU ward. If they went in for some minor
elective surgery and were tested and found to have Covid, that should
not be counted. The study should only count those who went to the
emergency room for emergency issues. Again, the vaccinated tend to
take better care of themselves and go to the Dr more. Thus more
elective and preventive surgeries. These numbers while proving that
the unvaxxed take up a 2X proportion to their numbers, is just a terrible
study. But it easily sways math and logic retards on ZH. Sounds like a
Russian troll article.

dbtunr
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Going to the doctor is taking care of yourself?  Funny, since I
stopped going to doctors years ago, and haven’t had any health
issues since I stopped taking their poison pills.  I think healthy
means something different to you.

SassyPants
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Total BS, you’re just flinging your own poo against the cell walls
now.

 

Did a study on how vaxxed take better care of themselves, did you?
The vaxxed in Israel want a word with you.

TheLastTrump
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Russian? Wow, but keep telling yourself you’re not brainwashed. 22
months and counting and still buying all the lies like there’s no
tomorrow. There’s no hope for you.

Sol Invictvs
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Who cares who is in hospital or why they are there? I just spent 3
weeks in hospital and why I was there is none of your business.
What is it with vaxtards? Sticking their noses in where they are not
wanted.

learnandprotect
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they won't, majority is cattle following the herders

hey, boris got his seventh child, how is that overpopulation bs he was
pushing? Clearly, it does not concern them, you overpopulate their
earth

 

NoPasaran
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“Overpopulation for thee, not for me”…

Pippi_Lungstocking
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...but are the unvaccinated there for COVID, or for other reasons?
Knowing how these people game the numbers, I wouldn't put it past
them to confound those metrics as well. You know, the ethos of a
motorcycle accident as a COVID death.

SwmngwShrks
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Agreed. You get it. It goes both ways. The study would need to filter
out going to the hospital for elective and preventive surgery which it
does not.

dbtunr
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If you had sense you would know the answer as to why this is
never delineated: it would not support the narrative of mass
vaccination as a singular solution.

PropOrNot Mariella Novotny
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...but a vaccination is preventative, not a reactionary medicine.
Regardless of vaxx-status, once you're sick, you're sick. So
then do you take a vaccine (obv not) or take the horse paste??

SwmngwShrks
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FROM PAGE 31

16% OF OLD FOLKS (>70) WITH "COVID" ARE UN-VAXXED?

VERSUS 84% VAXXED HAVE "COVID"?

 

REALLY?

 

 

REALLY????

taketheredpill
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their plan was all about removing the control groups. they've failed and
soon the consequences on vaccinated will be so obvious there will be
no place to hide.

egam
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It is the vaccinated that are heading for the wards... with all manner of
bizarre circulatory and neurological issues...

The majority of unvaccinated still have functional immune systems...

Lordflin
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I don't what it's like elsewhere, but where I am, if you're not vaxxed
they won't let you into the hospital unless you have a sucking chest
wound, or something similar.

Burfum Schnurr
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Where is that?

(I definitely want to avoid being there).

sparky139
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Investigation finds 278% increase in Worldwide Heart Attack
Deaths among Soccer Players in 2021 so far

An investigation of available data shows that worldwide football /
soccer match cardiovascular deaths in 2021 are 278% higher
than the 12-year average, and analysis further indicates that the
vast majority of excess mortality in the UK this year has been due
to cardiovascular, immunological and neurological damage
caused by the Covid-19 injections…

https://dailyexpose.uk/2021/12/08/278-percent-increase-in-
heart-attack-deaths-among-soccer-players/

keeper20
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These deaths are now attributed to Post Pandemic Stress
Syndrome. The new disease to hide vax deaths.

chiswickcat
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Young, fit, thin, world class soccer players are a sensitive
lot.  300% stress death rate.  Poor things.  Its their emotions
see? Kills them.

 

SCIENCE!

Offthebeach
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Most likely they had Covid and this is a long term effect

dbtunr
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They had the shot, this is most definitely a side effect of the
shot.  People without the shot, even those that had covid,
are not having these health problems.  But I’m sure you’re
enjoying the emperors new clothes though!

SassyPants
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The American Heart Association says you’re incorrect. 

Thanks for playing, little boy.

TheLastTrump
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The denial is strong in this one.

oldschool
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show me a study from the American Heart Assoc that says
getting covid has ZERO effect on the heart. Oh wait, you
can't. Keep reading things that reinforce your dumb ideas.
FREEDUM!!!

dbtunr
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you are so behind fakzineboy, that is is hilarious

take your third dose, or you die from ohmecrow
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You forgot to add the, /s.

funthea
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%
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Georgia.

A good buddy of mine was pretty sick with pneumonia- he was in
bad enough shape to go to the hospital. It was bad. He has
asthma and he could not breathe. We were worried.

When they found out he was not vaccinated they told him that
would not admit him. They gave him drugs and sent him on his
way. The rest of the evidence is anecdotal. 

I know it's a small sampling, but it seems to be happening.

They tried to pull the unvaxxed clogging up the hospitals
routine here, but it really didn't take. They weren't there and the
hospitals were mostly empty apart from the odd shooting victim.

Burfum Schnurr
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Admit my friend or you will have a sucking chest wound.

SoDamnMad
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A buddy of mine had a physical yesterday and his doctor was
pushing him hard to take it. Telling him things like “it’s been
killing men your age” (he’s 43 and in the best shape of anyone
I know) and “even if you had it you’re immunity fades after a
few months.” So, basically this “doctor” is telling a 43 year old
male, who happens to be in absolutely incredible shape, like
top 1% for men his age, that even though he had covid
and knocked it out like it was a cold, he needed to get the
vaccine every 3 months for the rest of his life. Wtf? He’s
changing to my doctor who on the DL doesn’t believe any of
this crap. I can’t believe there are PCP out there spewing lies
and nonsense like this. Small sample, but it is happening. 

S. Archer
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memorise that doctor's name, in case times will come when
we will be able to punish the plandemons

NoPasaran
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Doctors only parrot the medical journals, that are produced
and funded by big pharma, which is 100% profit driven. 
ALL I need to know to stay away from 'doctors'.

Pumpkin
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Find out who the administrator is and burn their house down.

An Average Joe
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Isn't it good, Norwegian wood?

LibertarianMenace_rev02
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says the guy actually named Ivan sitting in a Moscow
suburb.

dbtunr
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they probably saved his life by not admitting him and sticking
him on a ventilator. your buddy should be thankful.

gringoexpress
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Sucking chest wounds... I remember those from basic... and after all
of these years I still remember the proscribed treatment... 

Funny how effective that training was... most of it has stuck with
me... although I will admit I have forgotten how to field strip an
M16... used to be able to do that in under a minute...

Lordflin
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Adverse effects from the "vaxxine" include Sucking Chest
Wounds, ...

keeper20
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A sucking chest wound is one in which the vacuum that
normally exists in the chest is penetrated... such as by a
bullet...

When that happens the diaphragm can no longer cause the
lungs to expand as its operation is dependent on said
vacuum...

Dfs not mine Keeper... but I suspect you know that...

Lordflin
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Sucking chest wounds are transitory.  -  Dr. Fauci. 

Misesmissesme
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It comes back quick! LOL

SMC
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How is any of that legal?  Pretty sure they can’t refuse care.  I know
it’s happened, but struggling to find the rationale. 

Ginger Giraffe
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None of anything they are doing is legal. The entire justice system
has been compromised.

Bollockinell
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I think the ACA might have changed the landscape a bit.

I just know what happened to my buddy (see above) I had front
row seats for that one. After that, I heard other stories, but that's
all I got. 

Burfum Schnurr
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Get a can of spray on tan, dye your hair  black, and learn the
phrase ‘No habla Ingles’. And no bills!

krispkritter
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You will make yourself crazy trying to find anything logical in what
they do.

SassyPants
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We’re better off seeing an old retired country doctor,
nurse, veterinarian, etc. than most of the clowns in big corporate
hospitals today.

Amazing how heathy you can get when there is no “magic pill” and
you actually have to exercise, lose weight, eat decent real food, etc.

This scamdemic has been a real wake up call for people to take care
of themselves.

SMC
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I begin each morning with a set of thirty push ups... not much
perhaps... but they are solid push ups and I turn seventy in April...

Take the dogs around the farm a couple of times a day...

On the other hand... I used to run 32 miles a week and bench 245
pounds in sets of ten... so I am not the man I once was... :)

Lordflin
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there's like 0 percentile 69 year old males doing 10x bench of
245 pounds Lordy.                     the passage of time is nothing
to be ashamed of,  just keep moving.                          lifting,
etc. 

peippe
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LOL, well you have just confirmed the comment above you then.
In fact, you have absolutely nailed it, because that "rule" is
becoming more and more common Globally.

Bob - Enough
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Not by me

JimmyJones
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That's what you want to believe.

75 % of UK population has received at least one jab. So if we use
math here: 65 % (vaccinated in ICUs) < 75 % (the vaccination
ratio)  means that there is overrepresentation of unvaxed in ICUs by 40
% (10 / 25 = 40 %).

pusla
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no one cares. Get your booster, you compliant sheep.

Leonine
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Come on. You guys are whining that western governments aren't
taking ivermectin seriously enough, and all you do here is avoid
contrarian thoughts and logical reasoning like plague.

pusla
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Pulsa... you have your statistics and we have ours... 

Our statistics suggests that your statistics are full of shit... and
if you consider the manner in which .gov is reacting to this
virus it is unprecedented... and interwoven with several layers
of tyranny...

So perhaps we are right... and you are wrong...

What were you saying about contrarian thoughts...?

As usual my friend... not my dfs... upflagged your objection...

Lordflin
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I provide a point of view outside of US gov. jurisdiction, I
guess you are fine with that only when it aligns with your
view. You being frustrated with US government, has nothing
to do with who is filling ICUs and at what rate.

Oh and btw, I just pointed out that your own statistics point
a huge 40 % overrepresentation of unvaxed in ICU. Please
do the math yourself with your own statistics.

pusla
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And.. here is some statistics of excess mortality in EU
during the last five years, outside of US jurisdiction. I know
you like these: https://www.euromomo.eu/graphs-and-
maps . The excess mortality coincides perfectly with the
covid waves, but not so much with the clot shots.

pusla
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You do recognize that I upflagged your comment...

I disagree with you... or do I have to agree with you to
acknowledge your point...?

Lordflin
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Sorry, I didn't understand what you mean by that or 'dfs'. I
understand the former now. We can agree to disagree
Lordflin.

pusla
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The difference is, WE still have functioning immune systems. 
Too bad for you the vaccine killed yours.  Tata.

Ironclaw
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I took my second clot shot in August, and have been
running 30km/week 5min/km and doing submission
wrestling 3 x week. I have not noticed any deterioration with
my results. My friends and colleagues who have taken two
shots also are doing fine. The flu season was worse than
usual, but it is a long shot to blame it on the clot jab.

pusla
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SPAM and propaganda and lies you must work for the MSM

TEAM AMALEK
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I tried explaining that to these retards and they don't want to hear it
because it goes against their beliefs. So why bother reading
anything? It also doesn't consider WHY people went to the hospital.
Was it because they couldn't breathe or because they had elective
surgery and were found to have Covid unknowingly. The elective
surgery put them in the ICU.

dbtunr
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You are simple minded dbtunr... I used to hold out the possibility
that there might be a mind in there somewhere... as my desire on
this site is to reach those who still need awakening not preach to
the choir... but sadly you appear immune to reason... and facts...

But let me ask you this... why are you still here...? what is the
point of hanging out with us ______s... sorry... a repulsive word
and I refuse to use it... why don't you go somewhere  where you
will be appreciated... or at the least might do some good...?

Or is there no such place...

Lordflin
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Literally every mainstream media web site would open their
arms for these guys.

 

This is the only site where they get pushback for their govt
sanctioned lying. 

 

65% of people in hospital for Covid are vaxxed, but unvaxxed
are “over represented”?

 

100 fking % of vaxxed in hospital are not supposed to be
there. Gibralter, much? Israel, Ireland, often?

 

These idiots are trying to play a 3 card monte game with your
LIFE.

TheLastTrump
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This thread is for discussion; whether or not he is  right or
wrong, is irrelevant

Opposing views are healthy for a debate-the Hegelain
dialectic.

 

Niobium
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I agree Niobium... I love opposing viewpoints if they are
logically constructed...  but he expresses a personal
grievance with us... hence the question...

Upflagged your remark...

Lordflin
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Of that 75% vaccinated population, only 5 to 10% should be
vulnerable if the vaccines work as advertised. That means that
anything more than 7.5% of the people in ICU's being vaccinated is
an indication that the vaccines DO NOT FUCKING WORK.

Ironclaw
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How are you guys getting “those” words thru the censor? I try it &
klaxons go off & my post disappears up Tyler’s axehull.

TheLastTrump
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75 percent my @ss.

SurfingUSA
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Two anecdotes from the midwest:

Neighbor, double jabbed, gets a 10-day bout with Chinese Originated
Virus Insidiously Disseminated.

A pro-jab friend had a 3-week grapefruit-sized swelling under the jab
arm. Had not learned the important lesson and got a 2nd jab, with
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2 Reply"

arm. Had not learned the important lesson and got a 2nd jab, with
major swelling in the neck. Going for an MRI followed by surgery (so
says the doc). 

Like the song says...when will they ever learn?
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Always good to keep in mind the definition of vaccinated.  In both the
US & UK fully vaccinated is 2 weeks after 2 doses.  Most deaths, and
presumably adverse events, happen in first 24hrs then present as a
decay function.  So, unvaccinated counts include 1 and 2 dose
victims.

https://openvaers.com/covid-data/mortality

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/countries-with-approved-covid-19-
vaccination-programmes-and-proof-of-vaccination
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/vaccines/fully-
vaccinated.html

 

Odd Job
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Nothing is full...Nothing was ever full...

It is all a show....a ploy...a hoax.

I had to go to the hospital several times all through the "pandemic" because
I had my shoulder replaced prior.  Big army military tents out front Looked
like a MASH TV set, all empty.  Inside, all empty.  It has always been empty.

takeaction
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Same here

Biden’s Proxy
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Same here. Big tent outside, huge covid area inside with respirators,
oxygen tanks etc.....  all empty. This was the same day the
news declared my county to be overwhelmed and hospitals
straining to meet the demand.

Ghost of Porky
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A friend of mine's son is some kind of special forces/ mountain
ranger.  The kid is a physical specimen.  Ultra athlete.  

Anyway... over the last 2 years he has been assigned on a
number of occassions to erect and dismantlr these field
hospitals.  He says that they were empty and unused. 

He dutifully took their jab and has never been the same since.   

 

Dame Ednas Possum
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Kind of a metaphor for the entire charade. 

Ginger Giraffe
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Kind of like a metaphor for Brandon's skull.

Misesmissesme
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Or better yet, they are "full" every flu season.  It is just now an
"emergency" despite being the norm already.  

PropOrNot Mariella Novotny
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Watch out, things change. Our Covid surge was over in August but
hospitals are full the last few months….with what?

 

VACCINE INJURIES 

 

The same anecdotal evidence is playing out all over the USA. It’s a
coverup of Biblical proportions.

TheLastTrump
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The reason is that the vaccine is disabling the innate immune system. The
quote below from of a recent paper explains why the vaccinated are getting
sick:

"3.2.a VACCINE IMPACT ON THE INNATE IMMUNE SYSTEM. There are two
main parts of the immune system: 1) The adaptive immune system, which
you develop and which vaccines manipulate. 2) The innate immune system
which is the rapid response system that you are born with. The innate
system constantly patrols the body and immediately attacks unknown
elements. No priming or prior antigen exposure is needed. Unfortunately, the
Covid vaccines suppress the innate immune system, which otherwise could
respond to variants. Here’s how: the innate immunity's antibodies "binding
strength for the spike protein is always lower than antibodies that are
specifically directed towards the spike protein." However, the numerous
vaccine created antibodies—that are specialized for the spike protein—will
out-compete the innate antibodies for binding to the spike protein of the
virus {⊙VandenBossche3-21:00}. Yet these same vaccine antibodies will not
be able to disable the mutated virus, thus the vaccine antibodies bind to the
spike protein and become a shield for the virus protecting it from the body's
innate antibodies which are capable of neutralizing variants
{⊙VandenBossche2; VandenBossche3- 23:00 to 48:00}...

As a result, Vanden Bossche believes vaccinated individuals will become
more easily infected by variants than the unvaccinated, in which case, the
vaccine would result in a negative vaccine efficacy. This primes the
vaccinated population for a far worse pandemic since it will "manage to
provide for long-lived suppression of their innate immunity" which is "turning
a relatively harmless virus into a bioweapon of mass destruction"
{⊙VandenBossche2}."

The linked paper below fills a critical need to educate those mislead by the
official Covid narrative. The paper assembles the consensus opinions of
eminent experts Robert Malone, Luc Montagnier, John Ioannidis, Paul Marik,
Peter McCullough, Pierre Kory, Geert Vanden Bossche, and Tess Lawrie. 

It may be read online here:
https://www.academia.edu/62187742/Covid_Facts_Points_of_Consensus_A
mong_Medical_Experts
If you have any trouble at that link, the paper is also available here:
 https://mega.nz/file/OgNyHByB#U-
jKkPw4T_JTTzdRMtNqeLAnzfDGMIukllsJXJvmWU8 
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four horsemen....the Pale Horseman, one quarter of the world
population will die from disease.

northern vigor
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Which MSM will blame on China. The fact that the Chinese are also
being taken out will be ignored because it doesn't support their
narrative.
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No, they will blame it on the unvaxxed.  

Misesmissesme
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And the kicker is, most of these effing dickwipes will believe
them!

Bollockinell
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Bull squat. That’s exactly the opposite of what the fake news
media will do because they’re PAID by China not to notice China.

TheLastTrump
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Who cares....the virus is over 2 years old and has already mutated at least
twice, unless you live in a cave far away you have been exposed to it and
are alive and now have natural immunity.

ThomasJefferson69
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Karen cares and will blame the unvaxxed for everything from late for
Christmas Amazon Packages to her 95 year old grandfather dying.

Sunny Today
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Like I have been saying, the narrative is falling apart. Here in Finland, the
media is now openly reporting that the vaccinated are increasingly filling the
hospitals as well as the ICUs. So far, the media has constantly been
demonizing the unvaccinated only, so this is a big change in the narrative
already.

This is what will soon collapse this charade:

1) Vaccinating young kids. Parents will see their previously healthy & happy
children develop myocarditis and neurological problems. Some will even die
shortly after the jab. This will cause widespread resistance to the vaccines
and booster shots. Sure, some will live in denial and think the vaccine had
nothing to do with their kids death or disability but most will see the truth.
This will also cause the parents to question the boosters.

2) More and more vaccinated will get covid and land in the hospitals. This is
now happening especially with the Omicron variant. This has caused a big
shift in the thinking of the herds. Most people thought the vaccine made
them immune to the virus and now they feel stupid and are upset that they
get covid anyway. This will cause skepticism about taking boosters or "new
updated vaccines".

3) New Lockdowns. The vaccinated were promised that 2 shots would be
required to open up society and let them return to normal living. This has
turned out to be a lie since not only did the pandemic not end with the
double shots, but the governments are now locking up society once again
with the new Omicron variant. This will cause young vaccinated people feel
they took the jab in vain and will cause them to become furious. Distrust will
grow vs the lockdowns (as can be seen with increasing riots in Europe) and
also additional boosters. You can fool most people once but not all the time.

4) Many people got horrible side effects and almost everyone knows
someone who got a bad reaction. I know several in my social circle and I
cannot be the only one. The more people take these boosters, the more bad
side effects will occur over time. Anyone who got bad side effects
(myocarditis or neurological problems) for sure will be skeptical about taking
more shots.

All of these things will lead to less and less booster uptake, especially
among the younger populations. And the more aggressive the governments
get with their vaccine fascism, the more riots and social unrest you will see.
The lockdowns might temporarily quell down the rising cases (such as in
Austria right now) but will do nothing to stop the virus from spreading again
once we open up.

I suspect all of this will eventually lead to massive riots, social unrest, and
increasingly violent crime. People will start to resist the vaccines and
demand we open up society. The psychopaths in government, of course,
will never admit to this massive public health disaster and what I fear most
is how they will react to the coming social unrest. They might very well try to
distract the public with another war campaign.

MathiasAlexander
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Thanks for all that.  The more on-the-scene reports we have from real
people, the better.

Zorch
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And for revealing the truth -- albeit slowly -- the Finnish media will be
labelled fascist and fake.

Yes, but only the parents of the afflicted kids. Will other parents realize
the danger to their kids? Only if they live in countries where the media
bothers to tell them the truth. Over the next few months we'll get to
see which countries truly have independent truth-seeking media. In
Australia, the MSM --with the occasional exception of SkyNews -- is
100% in lockstep with the "burn the witch!!...it's a pandemic of the
unvaccinated!!" narrative. There is tremendous fear of being labelled an
anti-vaxxer heretic. Heard a radio commentator --someone who in  her
youth was probably anti-establishment, anti-authoritarian -- the other
day cheering on air as she reported that the national medical goods
approval body here had given their approval to the Moderna booster
jab to be administered to kids under 16. She was so desperate to get
her kids jabbed, especially with the news about Omnicron. Lunacy!

risk.averse

Like I have been saying, the narrative is falling apart. Here in
Finland, the media is now openly reporting that the vaccinated
are increasingly filling the hospitals as well as the ICUs.

Parents will see their previously healthy & happy children
develop myocarditis and neurological problems.
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The way I see it, the more governments force this crap into people,
the faster the narrative will change because it cannot work. In
general, yes, most people are dumb as rocks. But even the sheep
start to question things when the problems become too obvious to
ignore. They may not be totally open about what they think, but they
for sure will be hesitant to take another booster. I can see this so
clearly already among friends. One of my good colleagues got a
hellish fever from his second shot and his lymph nodes swelled up
like crazy, sadly indicating some bad blood disorder. He had to stay
away from work for a week, was literally disabled. I could literally
see the terror in his eyes when he told about it and I can almost
guarantee that he won't be excited about a booster. There are
thousands of these cases around you, you just dont see or hear
about it. Another colleague of mine told about her friend who took 2
jabs, got covid anyway and also landed in the hospital due to heart
inflammation. People like these for sure will get hysterical if force to
take another shot.

What about all the people who got myocarditis? Can you really force
these people to take another shot again? This vaccine fascism is
completely crazy and it will not work for long. That's why
governments are desperate right now and try to get as many shots
they can into people's arms. They know the narrative is falling apart
with Omicron.

MathiasAlexander
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You have much more faith in the intelligence of people than I do.

SassyPants
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We're fine. Shut up and kindly piss off.

Burfum Schnurr
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Yes, but the money you’ve been tricked into believing had value is
about to die.

Contraindicator
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The dollar has value, I traded it yesterday for something I wanted. I
didn’t use gold OR Bitcoin, I used paper dollars.
 

Will it crash due to misuse & abuse? You bet your axe.

TheLastTrump
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Every nurse I know says that the vast majority of patients in the hospital are
fully “vaxxed”. It seems to be about 80% in their experience and this has
been amazingly consistent for months.

ZiggyStarDust
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Same around these parts.

At some point hopefully the general public will get tired of swallowing
all the lies.

sgpbulion
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Ya...sure....I believe you!!

WTFU.....The ICU's are empty......

TheGreatVeeeeeeeeeeCovery-
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Yeah, and isn't it 50% of nurses who refuse to get the vaxx?

They know what the clot shot is doing to people.

Eyeroller
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If I repeat any of these facts to a “believer” they will call me a liar and say
that this is fake news I read on some crackpot right wing site. Doesn’t
matter if I put the numbers directly in front of them. They’ll just look away
and call me a liar. The point is it doesn’t matter anymore. The only people
that still believe this nonsense won’t allow anyone to change their mind or
they have to admit they were fooled and their pride won’t let them. I just
ignore them all now. Roll my eyes at anything they say. And walk off smiling
knowing they’re a complete idiot. 

S. Archer
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I walk off sad knowing that they will probably be dead in two years.  

Secret Weapon
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The vax effects are not over I believe...time will tell what they
are.....but I am sure there are quite a few...the heart attacks is one of
them..

youngman
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Download and quote public NHS data  directly, that's what I do!

yojimbo
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It doesn’t matter.  It’s much easier to convince someone of a lie,
than to get them to admit they believe a lie.

SassyPants
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They are NOT vaccines!!!  They are experimental gene therapies!

Eclipster
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... " Vaccine's"  will set's you free

   Get them all, get them often, what do you have to lose.

El Hosel
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The CEO of Pfizer, Albert Bourla, admitted he has not taken the vaccine, but
believes you should inject it into yourself.  Do you trust him with your life? 

http://stateofthenation.co/?p=100546  

Enraged
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That is one of the few points that have had any impact on the vaxtards.

like taking an ice pick to a glacier.    

Twitchet_dread,
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ICU is full of the unvaccinated – my patience with them is wearing thin. 

"My patience is wearing thin"? The good doctor is channeling Hitler. Telling.

Bogus POTUS, the grand plagiarist also channeled der Fuhrer:

“We’ve been patient. But our patience is wearing thin, and your refusal has
cost all of us,” Biden said. 

 

Almachius
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"All of us" being himself and the rest of the body politik that received
fake shots on camera.

Bollockinell
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If you have a reaction to the vax, and within 14 days need to attend hospital
for the reaction, you are officially still un vaxxed. 

Professor at Queen Mary’s, London Uni, Just exposed this a couple of days
ago. It means when there is an increase in vax uptake, unvaxed people’s
death rate goes up. This is due to them dying from the vax but being
counted as un vaxed. 

chiswickcat
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They're lying.

We know they're lying.

They know we know they're lying.

We know they know we know they're lying.

But still, they're lying.

ZeroHegemony
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Soljenitzen

Scornd
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It is worse than the article states since there are zero cases of covid-19
disease among any hospital patients.

The rt-PCR test being used to find covid-19 is complete nonsense.  It is
impossible to detect any disease using a rt-PCR test.

The sheeple just don't understand and are continuing to get the shots which
will, very soon, kill them.

The depopulation plan is working.

GoldHog
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I have zero problem with the Covidians boosting up .jab away...less
idiots in the world the better.

Bill of Rights
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You mean the PCR test that is getting retired at the end of this month
because it doesn’t work?

The same test that uses hyper elevated sensitivity to find Covid in
unvaxxed but is dialed down when testing vaxxed? This is deliberate
malfeasance.

People like to spout the party line they hear everywhere because it
makes them feel like part of the herd…safe & secure. Anti vaxxers have
balls to continue to reject the Goebbelian dialectic.

The anti vax crowd knows more then the vaxxed per a recent MIT
study.

You tools that spout fake news media propaganda should follow some
of these links provided on this thread & educate yourselves beyond
your pre digested pablum diet.
 

TheLastTrump
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Since this is all about the science, then each time they give a percentage
they need to provide the facts and numbers to prove the science, right?

Yeah, I'll wait for that to happen....

Ronaldo
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‘zactly

They lie because they know enough will believe.

This is a scamdemic of stupid people.

TheLastTrump
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The hospitals are full of the clotted and dying.

The MSM will not report a single clotted death.

It's an economically driven global genocide.

Too many people and the rise of the robots that don't have to be paid or
receive pensions.

Onthebeach6
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The regime is getting desperate. They can’t abide having so many of us
walking around through their tyrannical medical hoax, healthy and perfectly
fine, while their va666ed up lemmings are sickening and dying in droves.

They simply can’t stand having such a large control group foiling their plans
to depopulate the globe.  

Obake158
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And to think if people were able to take ivermectin or hydroxy, costing
pennies per pill and safe,  at the onset of symptoms, 90% would not get
sick enough to be hospitalized and almost no-one would die.

If only totalitarian globalists would stop mass murder...

SummerSausage
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Again. When you do mass murder genocide lying is imperative so this is
expected. Judge them by their methods and it will occur to you they are war
criminals committing crimes against humanity. Lying and deceit is a
necessary piece of the puzzle if you want a population reduction on the
scale that The Bill and Jeffrey Epstein Charitable Trust Foundation does. 

Dr. Gonzo
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How about a Profile of the hospitalized covid patients ?

Age, underlying conditions,  obesity, ? 

         The dirty little secret is that healthy people don't have a problem.

El Hosel
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Have you seen the sports stars dying on the field, globally? Are they fat
and unhealthy? Nope, just injected with poison.

taglady
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People in nursing homes were murdered. So we’re people in hospitals.
If you with hold treatment and then intubate death is pretty much
assured and that has been hospital protocol since this began. If you
expose nursing homes to active pneumonia cases it goes through
there like wild fires. If you lock family members out and only keep
workers who do as they are told you have no witnesses. If you own the
media in every form you can keep the truth out of public view a long
time.

taglady
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Bingo. Remdesivir & intubation is often a death sentence, which
helps their scamdemic numbers quite a bit.

TheLastTrump
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Inaccurate- healthy people don’t have problems with Covid.

Healthy people are dropping like flies from VACCINE INJURIES.

TheLastTrump
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Pandemic of the vaccinated.  The game is up and heads need to roll.

Chortleman
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The regional hospital here trots out a doctor in a lab coat occasionally for
the media and claims that there are X many COVID patients and 90% of
them are unvaccinated.  90% must be the official ruse.  The sycophant
media then rushes out to spread the fear.

Whydah
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Fauci and the CDC continue to remove and replace the definition of
vaccinated on their website. You can have three booster shots and they will
still call you unvaccinated. 

DeepStateThrombosis
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i'm sure the vast majority of those suffering in hospital from vax related
side effects are listed as unvaxxxed.

buzzsaw99
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Best to know what motivates the hospitals to continue this grifter con

https://aapsonline.org/bidens-bounty-on-your-life-hospitals-incentive-
payments-for-covid-19/

LA_Goldbug
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Surprisingly not reported in Main Street news. 
1200 deaths from the shots the first 90 days. Dec - Feb 

https://www.coronafraud.com/2021/12/court-orders-fda-to-comply-with-
foia.html?m=1

justobserve
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if the individuals who were admitted within 14 days of injection were
considered vaccinated, the percentage would be even more telling.

the experimental gene therapies are either compromising our immune
systems or causing severe adverse reactions or both.

being injected is a very large risk to take for less than 6 months suppression
of the symptoms of a non-lethal virus.

19331510
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So....YOU are still analyzing a PsyOP??  WOW!  What part of HOAX do
you NOT understand??

TheGreatVeeeeeeeeeeCovery-
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MASS FORMATION PSYCHOSIS

or... mass hypnosis- the madness of crowds

Imbedded is a 13 min. must watch video by Dr. Robert Malone

 

https://rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/mass-formation-psychosis

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=INHpQL9fgto&t=538s

19331510
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The alledged so called unvaXXXinated are the most generous loving people
in the World taking huge risk in order to ensure others less fortunate can go
first. After all th\at is what the Pfizer CEO said when asked why he had not
been fully experimentally injected with his own premeditatedly mass
murdering poisons so it must be an even more acceptable reason for
everybody else to use as well.

These frauds, pathological lying, mass murdering psychopathic puppet
propagandists will push the lies 24/7/365 and could not care less about it.

End Times Prophecies
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This virus is no worse than the flu or a cold.Wearing a mask and getting
jabbed is all about compliance.Everybody has to do the same and be the
same,to bring in communism and the new world order without to much
resistance.

ALLLIVESSPLATTER
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So if you get your second jab, have an adverse reaction, need to be
hospitalized, and the shit PCR test recognizes the spike proteins as the
kung flu, then a "vaccinated" person, who doesn't have covid will be
classified as unvaccinated with covid.

And I'm supposed to trust any of these fuckers.

Daniel Morgan
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They are murdering people by 'just following orders' . How easily the
comman human will betray his ethical duty to save his own shitty skin
. 

DelusionsCrowded
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We are overpopulated, but the problem isn't quantity, it's quality.

Daniel Morgan
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It's a good thing we have gov and media to tell us what a dire threat convid
is since we would never know it from experience and observation.

Mr. Schnitzel Face
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this lie is in every western country, and if you stick their noses in the
proverbial shet, showing them data that disproves the lie, they just silently
wipe the shet off their faces and repeat it again

there are no criminal charges for these lies, on purpose, of course

NoPasaran
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They have taken over “the pillars of society.” The only way to fix that is
reject all of it.

taglady
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If liar, liar pants on fire were actually true...

TV news would be a lot more fun to watch.

 

Thomas Paine
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Would gladly pay to see that

Pippi_Lungstocking
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IDK about anyone else, but this whole time I've been of the opinion that this
isn't a pandemic. In my mind a pandemic is like people literally dropping
dead in the streets like a middle ages plague. The only person ive known to
catch covid, if i can believe the test was accurate, was my girlfriend's son
who said he only had sniffles.

Wait, what? We stopped the world for sniffles!?

spam filter
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The definition of "Pandemic" was orwellianly altered. From " A
worldwide deadly disease." to "A worldwide disease.".

They also changed the definition of vaccine (to allow mRNA) and "Herd
immunity" (now only with vaccine, or some other BS).

Model-M
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HUGE! Glenn Beck on Tucker Carlson: US Doctors Were Reviewing
Moderna Vaccine In December 2019 Before COVID Hit the US (VIDEO)

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/12/huge-glenn-beck-tucker-
carlson-us-doctors-reviewing-moderna-vaccine-december-2019-covid-hit-
us-video/

tyberious
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Yeah, interesting that they had a vaccine for a disease that didn't even
exist yet, isn't it?

Ironclaw
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Plandemic! 

tyberious
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This isn't about "math" or "science" anymore.  It is about terror and control. 
There are terrorists using threats of death and injury to gain political power
and sway opinion in their favor.  They quash dissent and perpetuate lies.

It is disgusting.

 

Cassius Bellum
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It was always about terror and control.

Hobbleknee
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You can deny covid as well as you can deny that you are breathing air.
Only science can prove you wrong on both accounts.

pusla
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"praise be to Science!"

yojimbo
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New science also says there are 15 genders.  Political science is not
real science.  

SassyPants
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When they actually start using the scientific method, not the
"science" you all worship as a false idol, let us know.  Science isn't
a thing, it's a process for finding truth in the world, and it's never
settled.

Ironclaw
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Where do you think majority of the brightest minds in medicine
go after they graduate?  I think that the researchers in Pfizer,
Merck, AstraZeneca and so on have pretty good idea of the
scientific method. And we all know that what they discover today,
can be overturned tomorrow, that is how science works. Still I
rather put my faith on their hands, rather than some conspiracy
theorists on the internet who do not have a single peer reviewed
article on their name.

pusla
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The lies are hidden in changing definitions.

Dollarmedes
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Newspeak.

Leroy Whitby
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Having audited an actual hospital before, all these data points are trash. 
The health sector is notorious for having garbage analytics.  Admissions,
ICUs, ER visits, ER LOS (length of stay), inpatient (for covid, w/o covid,
elective/non elective, cancer, pediatric, palliative, etc, etc, etc,), outpatient
(is this recorded intraday?).  I could go on and on.  The way this is presented
is absolute BS aside from all the usual covid reporting issues we all know
about.  But surely the actual hospital info has not been discussed.

100% fact: If someone like me walked into a hospital to verify their covid
data, they would crap their pants.  I guarantee it.

ItsDanger
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So do it.

Truthtellers
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Hey I'd do it for free.  This stuff is easy to do.

ItsDanger
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I don't think anyone would argue that hospitals have plussed up
their data to maximize reimbursements.  They are a for profit
business.

But, certain data cannot be covered up.  Like death rates based
on death certificates.  Hospitals administrators do not get to
game death certificates.

Truthtellers
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They game everything else.  Why not death certs?

InsaneSanity
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Because Doctors complete the death certificates, not the
hospital admin's.

Truthtellers
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And you don't believe that doctors have been "encouraged"
to include covid on the death certificate by their
administrators?

green_dog
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BS. Look at the number of blanks in the Causes of Death
section of a death cert from most states.

They have continuously gamed the 'dying from Cov,' and
'dying with Cov,' sections of said certs. You are really bad at
this when details become involved.

acer_ventura
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Keep telling yourself that.

Truthtellers
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Death certificates are vague at best. Unless there is a
comprehensive autopsy.  Which there wasn't done in VAST
majority of cases.  

ItsDanger
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I know someone whose family sued because their motorcycle
crash victim was put down as a Covid death.

 

I think the liberal run healthcare system has been exposed as a
sordid morass of lying cheating stealing grifters.

TheLastTrump
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How would you go about setting up such an audit?

green_dog
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Because hospital/med facilities are so transparent with any of their
cya data?

Government= full of S

Hospitals= full of S

Elderly care homes= full of S

Truthtellers= full of S and in need of an additional 857 jabs.

GTFO.

acer_ventura
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https://www.dshs.texas.gov/immunize/covid19/data/Cases-and-
Deaths-by-Vaccination-Status-11082021.pdf

Ahh so the only reliable information in this world is the
information that supports your world view.  Have fun with that. 
Post some peer reviewed reliable data and i'll read it otherwise,
i'm not interested in what bobs blog says about anything or what
your opinion is.

Truthtellers
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Unlike you- I don't have a horse in this race. I'm willing to call
all sides retarded.

Also unlike you- I will not separate an entire planet into two or
more camps- based on a mRNA shot.

No-one needed to starve out the populace to convince them
to get Smallpox vaccines. A direct cause and effect of serious
injury and death for 30% of the afflicted was clear and
compelling- and it didn't need govt fudging to backstop it.

Your glee in this is quite obvious. Eventually, the euphoria will
end for you, too.

acer_ventura
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It is clear that the vaccine helps overall. 

The problems are 1) the lies about vaccine deaths. They
happen and it is seemingly related to the heart. These are
covered up/downplayed/buried/ etc. This lack of
acknowledgement makes people doubt. 2) There are no
studies of the long-term effects of these vaccines. 3) The
possibility of vaccines leading to the creation of new variants
shouldn't be dismissed. It is being ignored. 4) There also also
treatments - even one by Pfizer. Some hospitals are refusing to
administer them. 5) Given the above, you can expect
resistance when the same people doing 1-3 are threatening
your job and threatening to force this vaccine on you and your
children. 

Fück Joe Biden (Blurb)
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Also, other things like 1) the vaccine was created artificially
in Wuhan and 2) Fauci was involved and even directed the
funding to gain-of-function research. 

These things are treated as conspiracy theories by the same
people threatening others' jobs. That's right somehow?

Fück Joe Biden (Blurb)
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While I agree with your caveats, I don't agree with the first
statement.  At best, they may have helped so far, and for
certain demographics.  For example, the risk of acute injury
to young people is probably higher from the vaccines than
from covid.  Since no one knows the long-term effects, it
isn't possible to deduce that they help overall.  Certainly, the
infection rates in highly injected populations (Israel,
Gibraltar, etc) have shown that the benefit is dubious.

green_dog
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Yes GD - I should have qualified that by saying 'for some
types of people so far' or something like that. Agreed. 

Fück Joe Biden (Blurb)
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Lies. Death or injury within 14 days of your 2cd dose and
you’re called unvaxxed. Most hospitalizations & deaths are
among those who’ve had 1-3 shots.

 

Global stats show the complete opposite of doctored US
stats in Israel, Gibralter, Ireland UK and a dozen others. 

 

Charts show a parabolic spike in cases when vaxxing  starts. 
 

Since your body is now making live spike proteins, which is
what hurts you with Covid, then you’re actually priming your
body with Covid like pushing a primer bulb on a chainsaw.

 

 

TheLastTrump
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Facts don’t matter to the hypnotized masses. They are looking for
confirmation of their cult.

joego1
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Lie, lie, lie. I have to accept that something nefarious is going on here. These
guys can't be this stupid, they must be lying for a reason. What's the
reason?

GreatCaesar'sGhost
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They have been lying for 639 DAYS straight now!!

TheGreatVeeeeeeeeeeCovery-
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Unvaxxed blood will soon be like gold... errr, TSLA stonk.

Jack Offelday
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This whole thing is a complete lie and distortion of reality. It’s meant to kill as
many as possible while bringing in global tyrannical rule by the parasites
who have taken control of the pillars of society. They have taken our
resources, across the globe and are using them to murder and oppress for
their own gain. 

taglady
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Oh no!  his "patience with them is wearing thin."  Maybe meant that his
patients are wearing thin clothing? 

Personally, my patience is strong as ever, my heels are dug in, I will continue
to resist this insanity.  

Stinkbug 1
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My patience with all Covidiots is wearing thin. 

Blano
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Statistics are now meaningless.  Because definitions are changed to suit the
narrative. 

If you find (mostly) honest stats and use them in an argument, your
opponent may just find a BS set of stats that say the opposite.

The problem is those who have the bigger megaphone (media, social media)
are using BS stats to keep the narrative going. 

Here we know this, but we aren't the ones that need to understand this.

pods
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This is why I call it the age of madness. Near impossible to tell fact
from fiction. Give my book a read you might enjoy it

white t shirt way
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Finally ignored due to your endless book pumping. 

Buy some ads for Chrissakes if your book is that great. 

Blano
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its an idea that only spreads person to person. Organically... i
literally try to spread the book and positive messages only by
person to person and hope it catches on. Sorry to see you go,
although your just a voice in the echo chamber and wont be
missed

white t shirt way
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The Covidians just ignore every data point.

They use the phrase, "I reject your reality and substitute my own."

adr
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Very clear summation, thank you.

All you can do is keep speaking the truth. Many have their heads in the
sand, but some raise their heads to look around when they realize
sand tastes like shite.

The ones that are content to breathe silica? F’em.

TheLastTrump
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Most people in the hospital with the WuhanFlu came in COVID free and
caught it in the hospital.

MCDirtMigger
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BS! My sister here in Florida was vaxed then hospitalized 6 times and her
heart surgery was postponed because the surgeon told her they were filling
up with people with blood clots. Their fear was if she had to be moved to
ICU after surgery she will be exposed to other vaxed people placing her at a
higher risk. Think about that for a second. This was the same hospital Martin
Armstrong was told by physicians that masks do not work, nor the PCR test
and you can just as easily get the virus from pumping gas. Most physicians
are not that honest with the public.

My next door neighbor had the moderna vax and developed a blood clot
and ended up in ICU on a ventilator with heart and pulmonary inflation. He
was sent home after three weeks and then rescheduled for surgery on the
blood clot. When they tried to operate they found his vascular system in his
leg where the clot was had been destroyed and sent him home and told to
call hospice. He was sent home, hospice arrived and he died the next day!
The physicians told the wife he died from complications from being vaxed. 
They are intentionally murdering a percentage of the population for
depopulation and their Great Reset where people are expendable.

“The stupid will believe it and ask to be treated” Pandemic to
DePopulate 1981

https://www.armstrongeconomics.com/world-news/tyranny/the-stupid-will-
believe-it-and-ask-to-be-treated-pandemic-to-depopulate-1981/
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Jacques Attali is a well-known French economist and social theorist. He has
been a political adviser but also a senior civil servant, which is in itself a
distorted term for they never see themselves as serving the people. We
have simply been a herd of sheep to manage.

There is a French book entitled L’Avenir De La Vie (“The Future of Life”)
by Michel Salomon, who is a journalist and doctor back in 1981, he
interviewed twenty scientists including seven Nobel Prize winners, and
which thus relates his conversation with Jacques Attali, who at the time was
the adviser to François Mitterrand. In that interview, it provides a clear
warning of how they look down upon us, the great unwashed, which is
the blueprint for what they are doing using Covid-19 to change the
world economically and politically.

 

       “In the future it will be about finding a way to reduce the
population. We will start with the old, because as soon as he is over 60-
65 years of age, man lives longer than he produces and costs society
dearly. Then the weak and then the useless who do nothing for society
because there will be more and more of them, and especially finally the
stupid ones.”

       “Euthanasia targeting these groups; euthanasia will have to be an
essential instrument of our future societies, in all cases. Of course, we
cannot execute people or set up camps. We will get rid of it by making
them believe it is for their own good. Too large a population, and for the
most part unnecessary, is something economically too expensive.”

        “Socially, it is also much better for the human machine to come to
a screeching halt rather than gradually deteriorating. We won’t be able
to give intelligence tests to millions and millions of people, you can
imagine!”

        “We will find something or cause it, a pandemic that targets
certain people, a real economic crisis or not, a virus that will affect the
old or the big, it doesn’t matter, the weak will succumb to it, the fearful
and the stupid will believe it and ask to be treated.”

        “We will have taken care to have planned the treatment, a
treatment that will be the solution. The selection of idiots will thus be
done by themselves: they will go to the slaughterhouse on their own. “

                      “The future of life” – Jacques Attali, 1981, interview with
Michel Salomon.
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Last five paragraphs is precisely what is happening today...

SmallerGovNow2
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"because as soon as he is over 60-65 years of age, man lives
longer than he produces and costs society dearly." 

Except of course for us.

Sunny Today
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Holy shite Batman

TheLastTrump
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With all due respect Tyler; a massive point has been missed out. Now with
the new definitions (yes more):

Un-Vaccinated = Anyone who has had 1st, 2nd, 3rd, booster 1, booster
jabs = > 14 days and < 90 days (3 months) after jab. When do the majority
of adverse reactions occur FOR NOW (as we do not know long term stats
?).

So you can be double or treble jabbed, have a booster and you are still
classified as unvaxxed if you only had that jab yesterday. 

 

Bob - Enough
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Good point. If you're not up-to-date with the kill shots you are
considered unvaccinated. Unfakevaccinated to be more accurate.

Swampthedrain
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Tested positive for covid...that is the flaw...the test is suspect....its in their
best interest...money wise that is to keep pumping out positives so they
keep their jobs as a covid tester...we are going into the flu season...do you
think that will show up this year

youngman
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The flu was eradicated in 2020.

 

 

Shirley Yugest
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All these Docs and medics are on big pharmacy’s pay roll, drug
pushers, they should be in jail.

Butinben
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lol sure, the pharma companies are bribing all of the docs with subway
sandwiches lol.  Because of course someone with that level of
education and income is going to trade their ethics for a sandwich lol.

 

Now, you  could have said that the CDC and FDA have been
bureaucratically captured by big pharma so they influence the standard
of care, and we could discuss, but it is clear from your post that you do
not know what the standard of care is or means.  I'd wager you had
never heard the term until now.

Truthtellers
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Someone with that level of education will trade their ethics to
maintain that level of income. Fixed it for you.

FreeMpg1
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Another poster that does not know what standard of care means.

Truthtellers
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Another trollie that thinks of itself as knowledgable. 

surroundedbyijits
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If the standard of care for:

A junkie is to get NARCAN whenever needed-

HIV, Syphilis and gonorrhea sufferer's will continue receiving
treatment while continuing to f@kk everyone they can-

Drunk drivers still get peeled out of multi-fatality car wrecks
they themselves have caused and receive treatment-

but an un-jabbed citizen can be turned away at the door... it
becomes clear that the standard of care isn't what YOU think it
is, anymore.

 

acer_ventura
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The hospitals set the rules, by which the doctors allowed to work in
that hospital must abide...else they face removal from that hospital. 
One does not pay the doctors...one pays the HOSPITAL...the
bribes...and THEY decide how much of the bribe they shall pay the
doctors, in order to allow them to get over their pesky ethics.  After
all, most doctors became doctors for the money and social
prestige...not out of some ethical motivation.

Hospitals are paid from a long list of Covid19 related tasks, which
have nothing to do with health benefits...but exactly the opposite.

You are so far behind...and clueless...as to what is going on...you
may never catch up.

Ision
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Are you sure i'm the one behind, or is it you??  I think it is you. 
You see, hospital boards do not define the standard of care. 
Hospitals do not decide how much a Doctor will be paid, the
market and to some extent, the insurance companies do.

As to the financial motivations of Doctors, I can assure you, there
are easier ways for people of that intellectual caliber to make
more money than in medicine.

Truthtellers
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Thanks trollie!

surroundedbyijits
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And the DOJ because they have been informed and know but instead
choose to pursue the tech companies 

Scornd
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The much bigger lie which is shocking that the author doesnt touch - is he
ignorant or just not that smart? - is that the adpopted definition of
"unvaxinated" is anyone who has anything from 0 jabs to >0 jabs BUT less
than the currently proscribed (by the satanic incompetents like fauxchi)
number of shots including boosters.  THIS IS THE LARGEST LIE OF ALL
AND THE ONE THAT IS SO OBVIOUS - WHY IS NO ONE FOCUSING ON
IT?  if I get a jab, and become ill within 14 days and go to the hospital I AM
COUNTED AS UNVACCINATED. Even if I do have COVID, I am counted as
unvaccinated.  In both cases, its likely the VAX caused my visit to the
hospital - but we will never know.  This is the greatest fraud of all so no one
has any real way of telling just how harmful these vaxes are.  The simplest
solution is to track data in buckets of a. 0 jabs  b. >0 but less than the
satanic current regimen and c.  full satan mark of the beast.   So even if I
dont have COVID, and I take up a hospital bed or am admitted, I am
counted as UNVACCINATED - WAKE UP!!

John.Q.Sucker
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This formula has been going on for many months.  Last spring when
Delta was causing higher hospitalizations (in the States), the push to
scare and villianize the unvaxxed was on so this was one of the ways
hospitals and the MSM handled it.  The lie was exposed, but they
continue to do it.  How anyone with an ounce of common sense can
believe anything coming from mainstream sources, I don't know.

chiquita
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Nope, neither....the author is on the ahmish payroll.

So BS articles are written with intent to maintain mass hypnotic control
of the sheep.

This will make specific culling of thinkers much easier.

Mao eliminated such segment of population when he took over.

Rinse repeat in j3wsa.....

attah-boy-Luther
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"ICU is full of the unvaccinated – my patience with them is wearing thin"

Sounds suspiciously identical to another speech we all read if we didn't
bother watching.  And nobody gave a barf about that one, either.  Do they all
get their soundbites from the fortune-cookies at the same cheap Chinese
joint in Piccadilly?

MY patience wore straight through 18 months ago, Jack.  

Faeriedust
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Almost the only way to die from covid is to go to a hospital, and that's not
because covid is deadly.

It is because the federal government incentivizes them to murder you.

Baer Creighton
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Have a relative who works as an administration insider in a western US
hospital tell me they receive $6000 for each Covid patient that dies.
DIES, not lives. Cue song 'Hotel California.'

Flankspeed60
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Why isn't the homeless population wiped out by covid? I rest my case.

ants in the pantry
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Why doesn't the homeless population wipe ?

Pizza the Hutt
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They want seventy some years to release the vaccine data the FDA used to
approve them in 108 days...doesn't inspire much confidence.

12Doberman
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I watch NBC nightly news just so I can keep up with the lies, fabrications,
and propaganda.

Last night, Lester Holt and his cohorts were beginning to ramp up the
Omicron fear factor pretty hard.

It's coming. By this time next week all you'll be able to see and hear is
"Omicron" and "Get vaxxed."

"Booster" - word of the year.

Wayne
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You need an inoculation for all that NBC propaganda. Brave soul.

Carry on, comrade.

Your sacrifice is appreciated.

I don't even watch Dateline or 48 Hours on the legacy networks any
longer and couldn't tell you what any of their line ups are for any given
evening. 

Bostwick9
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While I agree with your sentiment, when you "watch NBC nightly news"
you are putting revenue in their pockets.  Don't do it.

Uncle_Cuddles
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Don't worry. I'm gathering intel. Payback will be many times greater
than my eyes on a few drug ads.

Wayne
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When I realized how badly the media was lying about Trump
beginning in 2015…

that’s when I stopped watching.

Its brain rot.

TheLastTrump
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They want the unvaccinated to be like Jews in Germany but in the US I think
that effort is finally losing steam.

12Doberman
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Florida.

TheLastTrump
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The essence of being a true American 

🇺🇸

 is “I will not comply”.
 Freedom, baby, it’s the air we breathe.  Our rights granted by God not
by men, we don’t bow before kings.

Pippi_Lungstocking
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I doubt that that many "with covid" are actually in the ICU for covid. They
either are having fatal reactions to the vaccine or they have natural immunity
and are showing a high antibody response.

Europeans have been like lambs to slaughter when it comes to vaccination.
Almost the entire population has submitted. There aren't that many
unvaccinated people left.

SummerSausage
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Speaking the truth is evil, because it contradicts the important government
narrative.    /s

JdL
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Over 76% of France’s population is fully “vaccinated” and yet COVID cases
are at an all-time high. Cases now are higher than they were in 2020 when
the “vaccines” were not yet available. Aren’t we glad these shots are so safe
and effective?

El_Puerco
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18% of population in France is below 15.

76% vaccinated is mathematicaly almost impossible, same with the
rest of the countries.

Vaccination rate is a lot less then officially claimed, not to mention that
many vaccinations, same as "cases", are entirely fictional,
photoshoped and so on.

Who, why and so on, difficult to say, but it's lies on all sides of the
discussion.

steaua
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Thx good observation..

Saludos...

El_Puerco
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When they say population they don’t mean vax ineligible people. By
splitting hairs you overlook the point.

TheLastTrump
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splitting hairs you overlook the point.

Higher vax rates with higher Covid cases & deaths is not supposed
to happen.

🤓

Now let’s do vax injuries.

MIT says anti vax know more about the subject…maybe you should
listen more to the smarter side of the debate.
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What are the vaccines the UK is coercing on the unvaccinated public?   

The Medicine and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency (MHRA)
regulates medicines in the UK, and is the equivalent to the FDA in the U.S. 

The current level of grant funding to the MHRA received from the Gates
Foundation amounts to approximately $3 million.

https://www.thelibertybeacon.com/why-is-the-gates-foundation-funding-
the-uks-medicines-regulator/  

Enraged
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Masonic network is behind this Western Covid cull . Only they have the
network within ALL Western  gov institutions to pull this off . Luciferians are
the heart of this sinister organisation . They are policy makers at the top and
enforcers sprinkled within the system to keep the other Masonic sheep that
just joined to get ahead , to keep them towing the line (or else!) . This whole
things been planned long ago . The Georgia Guidestone in the USA tell us
the objectives , population reduction and worship of nature (satanism) . 

The average Joe just doesn't comprehend how deeply sociologically
organised Masonism is . They see these old lodges but don't understand
this organization also control the USA Federal Reserve Banking system.
They have their icon on the 1$ bill . Its quite literally in your face . 

DelusionsCrowded
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Yes, and let’s further discuss the term “unvaccinated.” Their definition of
“unvaccinated” is anyone who isn’t current on vaccinations. So if a person
had one injection they are not vaccinated and if they do not get every
booster they are not vaccinated. 

taglady
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And if it hasn't been fourteen days since their second shot or booster,
they are unvaxxed.  This is also where the greatest number of vaccine
reaction deaths occur, within the fourteen day period...

SmallerGovNow2
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Of course it's not true, and it never has been.  Most of the "covid cases" in
the hospitals weren't in the hospital for covid, most apparently didn't even
know they had covid as they were in for something else.  It's just more lying
by the fake news.

Ironclaw
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CDC stated a few months ago that only 6% of Covid deaths were
deaths from Covid, all others were deaths “with” Covid.

In February they said it was 4%. Oh no, a 50% increase!!

 

TheLastTrump
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Up in Canada this a.m. the Toronto Star headline defines Om variant as the
sunami that ends mankind  This is the newspaper that governs Canada and
specifically Ontario which is liberal from border to border. It also carries a lot
of water for satanists worldwide. Their dire assessment carries weight and a
failed country like Canada is a perfect backdrop. Prepare for a huge push on
mandatory jabs against a background of widespread outbreaks. Indoor
venues of large gatherings present excellent opportunities to spread
contaminated air. Also expect the media, as usual, to double down on
everything covid during the cold season; factual or otherwise. We are the
roadblock to their success, we are in their crosshairs and they are going to
exhaust every means possible to take us out. Stay strong and healthy,
vigilant of your surroundings and wary of your contacts.

14thecountry
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Omicron should be sprayed from trucks like DDT was in the 50s.
Pandemic over.

pods
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They have to keep gaslighting the Karens so they will go along with
drowning the witches.

pods
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Their children.

Sunny Today
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Lies, damned lies, and "covid science."

Musum
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My patience wore thin after the first two weeks to flatten the curve.

HarryBallsack
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This mirrors what I see every day. The percentage of unvaccinated Covid
folks is pretty close to the percentage of unvaccinated folks. The vaccine
doesn't appear to me to be very effective. Vaccinated low risk folks do ok,
vaccinated high risk folks do worse. Pretty much the same for the
unvaccinated. Between older folks having a high vaccination rate and some
with third shots and some without and a lot of folks with previous infection
at this point figuring things out is impossible. Anyone who says that they
know for sure is lying.

HarryBallsack
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100% of people in UK hospitals are unvaxxed because the definition of fully
vaxxed was changed last week to include a booster.

See how that works..

NoBigDeal
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Interesting idea.  Do you have a reference showing that the definition
was changed last week?  Thanks.

green_dog
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https://www.reuters.com/world/uk/uk-adapt-fully-vaccinated-
definition-account-boosters-pm-johnson-2021-11-15/

NoBigDeal
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That article states that the definition will be changed to include
extra doses, but gives no timeline for that change to be
implemented.  Looking at the gov.uk website, I find two pages
that were recently updated, both indicating that two doses is still
called "fully vaccinated":

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/covid-19-coronavirus-restrictions-
what-you-can-and-cannot-do

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/countries-with-approved-covid-19-
vaccination-programmes-and-proof-of-vaccination

Here's the basic site:

https://www.gov.uk/coronavirus

green_dog
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What's your best guess on that timeline ? 

Anywhere between before I click those links and a few weeks
would be mine.

NoBigDeal
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Yep, I'd say that it could be any time, probably before
Christmas so they can use it to fu(k people over during the
holidays again. 

Actually, changing it right before the holidays would affect
the most people, since few would have time to get another
injection.  On the other hand, maybe they're keeping it
vague so that more people will get their next dose "just in
case".

green_dog
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All these shills do is lie.  It's all lies.

InsaneSanity
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Mouse #1:  are you going to take the covid vaccine?

Mouse #2: No. I’m waiting for the human trials to be over.

Polygraph
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Alternative truth for the unvaxxed, using “their” language and reasoning. Pls
accept some disputable reasoning, however it is impossible to provide
narrative by government stooges, because thats all they do, so bear with
me.

In my country (the Netherlands) the chairwomen of the board of the
Maastricht University hospital, admitted 80% of all patients were in fact fully
vaccinated.

so lets follow the science. The vaccinated are the problem not just in terms
of numbers, they are also contageous like hell.

so the vaxxed should be locked down and shunned from public life, if not
for science then at least to teach these morons that believe the Fauci’s of
this world (yeah we got some like him) a lesson, short term. Long term these
non-pure blooded muggles will disappear anyway, so time is short to make
them repent as they will perish within 5 years due to a myriad of dideases,
some of which are already presenting like myocarditis and pericarditis. The
more interesting stuff to follow will be the devastating effects on auto
immune diseases, neurological disorders and ADE. 
It will be interesting to see events unfold for those that willingly accepted the
mark of the beast!

Marloes1
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The ignorance in that statement is just stunning.

Truthtellers
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You're stunned? Like the cow at the end of the chute getting hit in
the head with a hammer? 

HAL9000rev1
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You got better information? Then cough up. Otherwise STFU.

Demologos
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https://www.dshs.texas.gov/immunize/covid19/data/Cases-and-
Deaths-by-Vaccination-Status-11082021.pdf

Go cry in your corner window licker.

Truthtellers
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Thanks for some actual data. Deaths from Covid can be
reduced by 85% using available treatments according Dr.
Peter McCullough in his declaration contained in the Louisiana
District Court's brief on the CMS mandate stay order.

There are reasons why people are dying unnecessarily,
including the vaxxed.

Hospitals are using a treatment protocol issued by the CDC
that assumes the patient has garden variety pneumonia, when
severe Covid cases are actually vascular endotheliitis.
Intubation is killing them by supercharging the free radicals
that are causing the lack of oxygen carrying capacity of the
blood.Patients are told to stay away from the hospital until
they have difficulty breathing instead of being placed on
hydroxychloroquine with zinc, Ivermectin, anti-
inflammatories and antioxidents.

This mistreatment and treatment suppression is deliberate,
rising to the level of institutionalized murder.

So enjoy your vaxx caused auto-immune disease in a few
years, especially after getting poked with more poison
boosters as you go along.

 

Demologos
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Of course no reputable link.

Truthtellers
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And in Scotland 9 out of every 10 COVID deaths are vaxxed, LoL.

https://dailyexpose.uk/2021/12/03/fully-vaccinated-account-for-9-in-every-
10-covid-19-deaths-since-august-according-to-latest-official-data/

Crush the cube
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Because they are 72.6% fully vaccinated?

When you hit 100% vaccinated, the only people dying of Covid will be
fully vaccinated.

However, that does not alter the death rate from Covid among the
vaccinated and unvaccinated and it is much higher among the
unvaccinated.

 

Truthtellers
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Errrm, the vaxx is advertised as preventing death by reducing
symptoms. Since that it the only thing the vaxx can do, because it
neither stops infection nor inhibits transmission, the vaxx is a failure.

If you then consider the number of people dying and becoming
permanently disabled (with larger numbers accruing in the more
accurate European adverse event tracking system than are logged
in the US VAERS) the vaxx is dangerous.

Demologos
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"Reduced symptoms" are the sickness silly.

Scornd
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The bigger question is , how many vaccinated covid cases are filling
hospitals and further costing the health care system with near fatal side
effects

 

 

tedstr
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I hear cardiologists are booked solid through March.

Jim in MN
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Our ex-cop here in Quebec Canada, who is heading the general anti vax
mandate strike movement, had visited 3 major hospitals in the height of the
2020 frenzy to find all three empty. Same as the several citizen videos I saw
from the US where they walked through empty hospitals. Same everywhere.

BitchnTradn
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There is STILL NO TEST for CON JOB 19!!  So.....HOW do they know which
Variant you have??  Are there 5 different FAKE TESTS for the 5 Different
FAKE Variants??  These AZZ Clowns are ignorant AF......But....the real
dumbsh!ts are the ones who believe this 639 DAY CON!

TheGreatVeeeeeeeeeeCovery-
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I'm from Melbourne. Had some trouble with the car and called RACV.
(equivalent to AAA). Was the battery. Nice elderly Polish chap serviced my
car and we started talking. Seems a lot of people want to get out of Poland
now to escape the EU, which he called communist. I said where are they
going to go? The whole world is turning communist now with this pandemic
and he agreed. Well at least the car works now.

ThorAss
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With the lockdowns in Australia, I'll bet he's pining for a bit of EU
communism right now.

Grummy
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Hospitals are filling up with those who took the mRNA death shot . I saw a
vid yesterday on Bitchute of a nurse of 30 years experience  from the Gold
Coast (QlD Aust) who recently quit saying its the Vaxx injured who are being
admitted to emergency departments in droves . And the Dr's are
suppressing the truth of whats going on for fear of being deregistered by the
Aust Gov  body that administers their licences . Luciferian Masonic's sit at
the top of this scamdemic and are directing it through these gov controlled
institutions .

DelusionsCrowded
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I was informed by the head of the National ethics committee at the VHA that
I needed to take the serum for the “greater good” after they could not
answer any of my questions or concerns in satisfactory manner. Spoiler alert
“The greater good” means you pushing up daisies. All’s fair in love and war
and they are at war with the population. They can’t reset the system back to
feudalism with so many legacy people.

Dr. Gonzo
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"Greater good" is so......Hitleresque.

Edit: been rooting for you all along. 

Blano
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Are you talking about the letter they sent out to everyone enrolled in
VHA healthcare?

that was basically an ad. Disregarded, like 98% of the paper and
postage they waste.

Noktirnal
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In the UK, more than 80 percent of the adult population is now vaccinated.
This percentage is even greater in Israel. Common sense says that the vast
majority of people in the hospital (for whatever cause) have been
vaccinated.

And how many are in the hospital BECAUSE they were vaccinated?

Give Me Some Truth
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How many "unvaccinated" are also border jumpers? If it's so bad then
doesn't that make any government with open border policies mass
murderers? 

dustnwind
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They are more afraid of breaking international law regarding the
treatment of asylum seekers than the fact citizens are being afforded
less liberties than migrants.  

PropOrNot Mariella Novotny
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The Real Pandemic is one of Official Fraud.

gcjohns1971
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every person whom I know who is positive in the past 3-4 months is
vaccinated 

sekhars
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And?

Truthtellers
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Let me connect the dots... The injections are not vaccines by any
accepted definition; so every position and/or policy based on that
premise is negated.

karp4cy
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Yes, they are.

Vaccine  - : a preparation that is administered (as by injection) to
stimulate the body's immune response against a specific
infectious agent or disease: such as   - https://www.merriam-
webster.com/dictionary/vaccine

So your statement is 100% inaccurate.

Truthtellers
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I believe medical dictionary would better describe what a
vaccine is. 
 

Online Medical Dictionary

Vaccine: “Suspensions of killed or attenuated microorganisms
(bacteria, viruses, fungi, protozoa), antigenic proteins,
synthetic constructs, or other bio-molecular derivatives,
administered for the prevention, amelioration, or treatment of
infectious and other diseases.”

 

Taber’s Online Medical Dictionary

Vaccine: “Any suspension containing antigenic molecules
derived from a microorganism, given to stimulate an immune
response to an infectious disease. Vaccines may be made
from weakened or killed microorganisms; inactivated toxins;
toxoids derived from microorganisms; or immunologically
active surface markers extracted or copied from
microorganisms. They can be given intramuscularly,
subcutaneously, intradermally, orally, or intranasally; as single
agents; or in combinations.”

 

Medicinenet Medical Dictionary

Vaccine: “Microbial preparations of killed or modified
microorganisms that can stimulate an immune response in the
body to prevent future infection with similar microorganisms.
These preparations are usually delivered by injection.”

 

Harvard Medical School Harvard Health Publishing

Vaccination: “A method of protecting the body against disease
by injecting parts or all of a microorganism that will cause the
body to develop antibodies against the microorganism and
later fight off disease.”

 

The Free Medical Dictionary by Farlex

Vaccine: “a suspension of attenuated or killed microorganisms
(viruses, bacteria, or rickettsiae), administered for prevention,
amelioration, or treatment of infectious diseases.”

The folks at Webster changed the definition AFTER folks
started getting the jab.

https://theredelephants.com/merriam-webster-dictionary-
quietly-changes-definition-of-vaccine-to-include-covid-19-
mrna-injection/

 

Even the CDC knew their definition of vaccine was
problematic.

https://technofog.substack.com/p/cdc-emails-our-definition-
of-vaccine?justPublished=true

kermudgen
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noun

1. A preparation of a weakened or killed pathogen, such as
a bacterium or virus, or of a portion of the pathogen's
structure that upon administration to an individual
stimulates antibody production or cellular immunity
against the pathogen but is incapable of causing severe
infection.

Rex Dickerson
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Two suggestions - Stop using Siri as your knowledge source,
and consider changing your online ID.

Flankspeed60
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Nahh, i'll use generally accepted definitions instead of make
believe ones.

Truthtellers
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Yes.... it don't protect against getting sick, just not getting seriously
sick.

My fit 29y old gf got covid unvaccinated and she would have died if
she didn't get oxygen on the 5 day after losing her smell senses. She
have no underlaying condition. She is now fuly vaxxed she just as me
thought she would die.

So all unvaxxed, good luck

Galv
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A 29 year old girl thinking she was going to die?

OMG!

Pretty serious evidence you have there.

Baer Creighton
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And now magically its covid causing heart issues

rsnoble
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They game these numbers six ways to sunday - there was an airhead idiot
on bloomberg spouting this off about how 80% of all covid deaths are the
unvaxxed.  But the only way to get this figure is to add up all the inflated
false positive deaths from last year before the vax was even available and
roll those forward into this year 

sgpbulion
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Its disturbing that many individuals are happy to make up complete lies to
further their agenda KNOWING that it has an impact on others decision
making. Another words people spewing propaganda DON'T care if it results
in injury or death as long as it furthers their fantasy. It would appear that
many in the public inflating "unvaxed" numbers in the ICU's have an agenda
similar to the political hacks and government bureaucrats. NOTICE they
don't give a krap about anyone but themsevles. 

yerfej
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Facts, these days, are just somebody else's opinion.

Usually an opinion from that same somebody who has an agenda.

As a rule it seems to be that if we could identify said agenda we wouldn't
like it.

Facts today = bullshit

adonisdemilo
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So...right off you see 35% and you know something is not right.

It simply makes no sense that 35% would be Un-vaxxed, so 65% are
Vaxxed. Be serious.

 

Can we all agree that makes absolutely no sense?

 

 

Then you look at page 31 and you see that most of the "Covid" cases are in
Old people.  And then you combine that with:

>> according to Public Health England, a “Covid hospitalisation” is
anyone admitted to hospital for any reason within 28 days of a positive
Covid test.

So Old folks, who are more likely to require Hospitalization FOR ANY
REASON are skewing the figures.

 

% UN-VAXXED "COVID"    

0 - 29 years old   70%

>  70 years old    16%

 

YOU'RE WELCOME

 

taketheredpill
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The stats also include anyone admitted to hospital for any reason, and
then tested with a ramped up PCR number, guaranteed to give positive
results.  It's all an illusion based on lies and data manipulation.  

Stinkbug 1
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You won't see this on CNN.... or any other "news" source.

It doesn't fit the "great unwashed/unvaxxed" narrative.

toady
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There is no reason to see it on CNN. Hardly anyone is watching CNN.

Milogorac
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Mainstream media is completely overrun and full of bovine excrement.

hugin-o-munin
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https://thelibertydaily.com/dr-zelenko-on-covid-and-the-origins-of-his-z-
stack-approach/

Dr. Zelenko:

El_Puerco

“Z-Stack was a gift from God. And the way it evolved was, in April
of 2020, I was using hydroxychloroquine and zinc and azithromycin
to keep my patients alive.
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The left, and their propaganda arm the media, are desperate to maintain the
"State of Emergency" so they can overstep their emergency powers into
Authoritarian / Totalitarian realms to control the lives of everyone amd make
the masses do what THEY want them to do.

c5then
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Well you nailed them! Now they’re gonna stop lying, right? Nope.

Goolie
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Riiiight?  "Two weeks to flatten the Curve." Remember that one too?

Swampthedrain
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An article today at Liberty Beacon reveals that UK PM Blustering.Boris long
intended to implement Plan B and a government whistleblower reveals
Boris' secretive sinister plan to impose "vaccine passports":

LibertyBeacon-masks-were-Boris-psyop-to-soften-people-up-for-Plan-
B.pdf

A good read if you want to know the lies and careful planning that's going
on behind the tsunami of disinformation and wall of secrecy within his
corporatist government.

If you're against "vaccine passports", sign up to #TogetherDeclaration.
https://togetherdeclaration.org/

smacker
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I would hope that anyone paying attention as long come to the
conclusion that this is a planned event with the sole purpose of
implementing the Vaccine Passports as a new control system. It's so
obvious that I'm incredulous that this isn't common knowledge.

chubbar
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Good point @chubbar. Initially the "vaccine passports" will contain
full details of a person's vaccine status. Then they'll be discreetly
expanded to contain other personal info and will soon become hI-
tech ID cards introduced thru the backdoor.

This from Boris Johnson who's on record stating that he'd rather eat
an ID card than produce it to prove who he was.

smacker
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Tell a big lie…

williambanzai7
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And Keep telling It. Goebbels 101

Obamanism666
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So through weeks 44-47 with unvax / vax ratio of covid patients 2355/6639
= 35% unvax, 65% vax.  Looks like declining vaccination efficacy to me. 

 

Maf. It ain't so hard. 

otschelnik
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But it is rayciss. And anti-science.

Trust the science!

JMRPete
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just a maater of time that if you can't prove vax then you will not be
admitted to a hospital, no matter what ails you. Its coming.

        Viva La  Revolution

WakeUpPeeeeeople
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I was reading through the linked COVID-19 vaccine surveillance
report Week 48, and on page 34 they have some bullet points
that basically says look away, the numbers don't mean anything.

One of those bullet points states the following.

This is in complete denial of the fact that natural immunity lasts a
life time and is far more robust than a man made vaccine. 
Especially mRNA therapy, which is not a vaccine, but an
experimental therapy that may not even be designed to heal.

They are dicking with our immune system. have been for a long
time, and auto immune diseases are through the roof!

I would love to see data on how many people, like my son, who
came down with an incurable auto immune disease in the same
year they had received a vaccination shot. 

Tarzan

people who have never been vaccinated are more likely to
have caught COVID-19 in the weeks or months before the
period of the cases covered in the report. This gives
them some natural immunity to the virus for a few
months which may have contributed to a lower case rate
in the past few weeks
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They’ll never release that.  The childhood vaccine schedule
went from 12 shots to 72 shots starting as soon as pharma
received liability immunity in 1986.  
 

they’ll never do a real double blind vax v. Unvax study because
the results would destroy their business model.  Which has
become trade childhood illness (measles, chickenpox etc) for
lifelong autoimmune disease, mental illness, etc so they can
then have lifelong customers on the medications they sell for
those.  

GadsdenFlag
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Logic, facts, and accurate data mean nothing anymore.  What
matters now is that there are psychopaths and sociopaths with
bullhorns and power and they are trying to increase their
control over their respective populations.  They are doing this
via several means, all scamdemic-related:

1.  Divide and conquer - people are divided, with about half of
the population being sheep who listen to, believe, and follow
whatever idiocy their government and media tells them.  The
other half have brains.

2.  Totalitarian edicts and military/police enforcement -
designed to weaken peoples' resolve and turn them into
compliant sheep (see #1).  Also useful to see just how far they
can push people before things go hot.

3.  Proclamations designed to instill fear that are not fact-,
logic-, or reality-based - designed to scare people into
believing just about anything they are told, all the better to
control them.  Again, like bullet 2, useful to see how much
garbage people will believe before they wise up to the
foolishness and lies.

4.  Pushing the vax without exception - this is the bullet I'm
least confident of, but it's possible the vax is being pushed to
eliminate the control group, possibly eliminate many people in
general (fewer people = fewer to control = easier to control),
usher in digital currency, and permit governments to stimmy
money to their favorite politicians, businesses, states (Dem
states deep in debt such as Illinois for example), and
movements while claiming the stimmies are to help the general
population - follow the money on this one. The stimmies aren't
there to help the little guy.

I consider the current time to be the most dangerous time of
my lifetime and I'm very concerned the tyrants will be
impossible to stop without significant bloodshed, some of it
theirs.  2022-2025 could be hard to survive intact, physically,
emotionally, and spiritually.  Sincerely hope I am completely
wrong.

prefan4200
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You are correct, except/unless the perps are made to walk
and pay a penalty in front of the whole world.  We have
known WHO, WHAT, WHERE, WHEN, HOW since DEC'19.   
Cause I posted it right here.  See the razor.  NOTHING HAS
CHANGED   But WHY, WHY, WHY DID THEY DO THIS
NASTY DEED TO THE WHOLE WORLD????         It is both
a gross coverup of their BIOWEAPON production (ACE2
and HIV viral envelope GAINS OF FUNCTION paid for by
Fauci) and a maxxive (new word?) money maker  (record
profits for every "essential product" like petroleum and rare
earths).

Dr Truth
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That's why everyone needs to stop paying all taxes, don't
declare, throw all .gov letters in the bin.  Because to financially
support a terrorist organisation can land you in jail.  (look up the
definition of Terrorist organisation and you'll see coercion, false
imprisonment, genocide, inhumane treatment, etc all there aka
what the UK .gov has subjected the people to over these last 20
odd months)

 

 

BullyDog
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Just like Executive Privalege, same ones that can not add 1+1

wizteknet
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6.4……right?

What do I win?

Cognitive Dissonance
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Did you deduct 10% for the Big Guy?

Ex-Ex-Oligarch
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On top, people that actualy got the jab are considered unvaxed until
certain grace period 2w up to 1m after jab and after 6m after jab
considered again unvaxed..

So actual percentage of people never got raped that are in hospital
may be even significantly lower..

 

Omicron is truely going to be a pandemic of vaxed and pandemic of
sideffected

123dobryden
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So if you’re raped, but you’re not raped again in 6 weeks, you’re a
virgin?  Oh brave new world that has such people in it!

Contraindicator
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And 75 % of UK population has received at least one jab. So if we use
math here: 65 % < 75 % means that there is overrepresentation of
unvaxed in ICUs by 40 % here (10 / 25 = 40 %).

See, math aint so hard. 

pusla
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That's debatable.  If you take the UK's new standard where a 3rd
shot will define 'vaccinated' then practically all the ICU patients are
'unvaccinated.'  The point is that there is short efficacy of vaccines,
that both 'vaccinated and unvaccinated' can carry transmittable
covid-19 mutations, so the government's mandates for vaccination
are less logical with every passing day.   BoJo had it right at the
beginning of the pandemic: rely on heard immunity. 

otschelnik
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Politicians are all just pharma puppets so we all know natural
immunity isn’t a solutions to this.  Not when there’s this much
control and money at stake 

GadsdenFlag
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That is why over 135 freedom of information acts now sent to health
authorities, Universities and labs around the world requesting a PURIFIED
isolated sample of SarsCov2 and proof of a real genomic sequence that was
not invented in a computer have ALL gotten a reply that NO SUCH SAMPLE
EXISTS.

Hello Cosstt Nada
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The CDCs PCR manual specifically states that no isolates are
available. Therefore no test can ever be validated, unless they obtain
isolates. They claim that cannot be done because the virus can only
multiply within cells, so they use computer models to make the
fictional genome of a virus.

Sid Finch
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Don't let the facts get in the way of a good scamdemic

ZKnight
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Fact checking these people is a waste of effort.  The facts don't matter so
why bother.

Bobster0
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Point taken. But I just read that ZH has 100 million visitors a month -
so this is getting out to a lot of people.

I hope people continue to post their contrarian COVID links ... because
when you do this you are reaching a mass audience.

This allows us to get around the "gatekeepers of the news." Post while
you still can.

 

Give Me Some Truth
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https://www.dshs.texas.gov/immunize/covid19/data/Cases-and-
Deaths-by-Vaccination-Status-11082021.pdf

Truthtellers
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Facts dont matter?

When you buy something and get change, does it matter that its
correct?

Yes or No?

The only way to fail in seeking truth is to give up.

Scornd
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Strange how true, accurate, and believable covid statistics, and
demographics are so consistently kept secret from the public. 

Polygraph
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The dearth of actual data being provided now, as opposed to the daily
body count of a year ago, means the "authorities" are down to stating
naked pronouncements pulled out of their back holes.

My patience is wearing thin.

Demologos
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You are just too stupid to do some basic research.  Solidly in the
bottom 50%.

Truthtellers
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I've read more scientific papers over the past two years than I
can count. My comment is an observation of the change in
information by the fake news media over the past year.

If they wanted to put out actual data, they could. Instead, they
continue the psyop to scare people into getting the "miracle warp
speed" vaxx that was actually well under development before the
first Covid case in China. See page 5 and 6.

http://ASPR testimony - House EC OI - influenza 12.04.2019.pdf

Demologos
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It's called "lies of omission."

 

Give Me Some Truth
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Seen an article about how the German people went along with the
Government propaganda in the 30's discriminating against the Jewish
people.

People who have sidled up to the Government, like team Vaxxed, display
these same tendencies.

I guess people always need someone who's different to hate. Eventually the
hate will turn to another group, time does heal all.

3.14159
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The majority of people are simply not very smart, genetically, let alone
very educated.  The manipulation of the emotions of the dim of
mind...is not a challenging task.

Ision
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George Carlin said, think about how stupid the average person is,
and realize half of all people are even dumber than that.

Baer Creighton
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Like Homer Simpson when he's singing about how smart he is: 
"I am so smart, I am so smart, S-M-R-T."

chiquita
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Apparently, Mr. Carlin was not familiar with the difference
between the mean and the median. They are usually not the
same value in a distribution.

Art duTrait
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The press, "Here is the shit.  So, consumer, eat it up!"

Joe Pugutz
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They did not misspeak.  They were paid to lie.

@rch
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If they would treat them with Ivermectin the rate would be 0%.

Stormtrooper
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Where I live they built a temporary military field hospital looking setup in
a FENCED IN parking lot adjacent to the general hospital 

They left it there for months , big flood lights lighting er up I went by there a
few times and walked around the perimeter having a look 

The only person I ever saw was a security guard 

But according to the local news it was chock full of flu patients 

Pizza the Hutt
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My wife worked at another hospital in a food concession until vaxx
mandates drove her out

I used to pick her up from work sometimes 

If what they say Is true You'd expect to see ambulances buzzing
around non stop 

I never saw one actually driving up to the emergency entrance 

Never saw anything that would indicate we  were in the middle of a
terrible disease pandemic 

She worked INSIDE the hospital and said it seemed like business as
usual less busy though 

Pizza the Hutt
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Interesting. About 2/3 of “Covid cases” are in the vaccinated. Even if you
assume the vaccine itself is not responsible (I don’t), just goes to prove that
the evil anti-vaxxers are generally a healthier, less accident prone cohort.

twinmom
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So government, MSM and big pharma lie?  Who knew?

Pumpkin
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Thank you zerohedge

godiva chocolate
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T has a chance to redeem himself and renounce this madness, but he won't.

Hero Zedge
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When some Dems start calling it the T vaccine, the end of the
propaganda is near.

T better step up before then.

wootendw
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If you have a positive covid test and get ran over by a truck three weeks
later, guess what?

.... +1

El Hosel
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"but i saw it on the news" ..

behind the curtain
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On Jun. 05, 1909, about 650 newspapermen from throughout the British
Empire and America were brought to London, paid for by Burroughs
Wellcome & Co. (now named GlaxoSmithKline). 

The British Prime Minister, Herbert H. Asquith, recruited these
newspapermen to become Britain’s first spies for MI-6, MI-5, and
GC&CS(now GCHQ).  

The strategist leaders of the Pilgrims Society busily promoted Government
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The strategist leaders of the Pilgrims Society busily promoted Government
by Journalism, whereby the press would take over government of nations—
hence the name of the conference, A Parliament of the Press.

The conference focused on using emerging wireless telegraphy technology
stolen from Nikola Tesla and handed to their cutout, Guglielmo Marconi, to
create a single global news feed that would control British propaganda.  

https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/p/june-5-1909-day-british-
american.html  
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SIX JABS: BioNTech CEO Says Omicron Variant May Need Three More
Vaccine Doses, Plus Initial Vaccine and Boosters

Ugur Sahin, the CEO of BioNTech, declared that a new vaccine designed to
tackle the Omicron variant would need to be given in three doses, after
taking the initial vaccine and booster shots.

El_Puerco
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German chemist Dr. Andreas Noack found DEAD after exposing presence of
graphene hydroxide in covid “vaccines”

Wednesday, December 08, 2021 

“On the day of his graphene hydroxide video, he developed breathing
difficulty and died in the early morning on Nov. 26, 2021,” Noack’s wife
revealed in the video
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Who even cares or listens to what these vax sheep bleet?

I'm Baaack
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Agreed. Their words should be discounted, but their criminal acts
should be documented.

Battle_of_Athens
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These people are allowed to speak lie after lie while those who speak the
truth counter to the narrative are censored.

ReadyForHillary
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Couple more participants in Nuremberg 2.0 

Battle_of_Athens
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Bitchute

 

Scornd
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Statistics don't lie, but liars use statistics.

c5then
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Admission to a hospital is not necessarily the ICU. Nice try Ty.

Runny knows
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I ENCOURAGE all to get vaxed especially Lawyers and Politicians and MSM
types as well..KEEP ME SAFE..

Bill of Rights
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We could also discuss the tiny number of hospital beds available in this
country, which has more than halved since the 1980s, whilst the population
has exploded in that time.
 

Thats due to CON (certificate of need) where government controls how
many healthcare facilities can be in their jurisdiction. 

MCDirtMigger
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Politicians who use such false arguments to impose the covid 'vaccine'
mandate clearly do not serve the best interest of the public.

They can be found in power as in what was used to be called 'the
opposition' before Covid (political opposition has somehow become part of
'the consensus' with the covid).

Such 'politicians' should be barred from political representation as they are
politicians only to serve themselves, big corporate interests and because of
the revolving doors that exist between politics and well-paid jobs in the
corporate, the 'foundations' or the NGOs.

It is not at all astonishing that the head of the EU, Ursula Von Der Leyen,
wants to impose covid 'vaccine' mandates, as the EU is totally owned by
big corporate, the EU commissars are not elected by the people and the EU
'Parliament' is only there to rubber-stamp the decisions 'inspired' by big
corporate, foundations or NGOs and their armies of lawyers and lobbyists.

Red Corvair
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I reckon the "90% of people in hospital" that aren't vaccinated is actually a
reference to the staff.....

kellys_eye
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The average age of people dying with Covid is still >>80

The percentage of people vaxxinated in that age group is >90

So, everybody who had maths in primary school should be able to
figure out that the media is lying

when they claim 90% of ICUs are unvaxxed.. it is pure Nonsense...

alex-ab
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No. Bed shortages are caused by unvaccinated employees leaving.
 According to a comment above, it’s those that are just receiving their
first shot, having a severe reaction, but because of only one shot are
considered unvaxed.

SassyPants
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People jabbed but without the booster are being tossed in the unvaccinated
group. That's a fact, from a Doctor. 

TheGoldstein
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What a load of crap.

Blowed up good...Real good.
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This is painful.

Doctor Jones said quite plainly: "90% of people in hospital are
unvaccinated”.

Why does the author hash and slash 20 other statistics, every one of which
depend on whether a patient is there with/for COVID? That's not what
she said.

How many patients in the hospital, there for any reason, are unvaccinated? 

Address what she said, or don't waste my time.

Obviousman
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STFU Karen, go back to watching the View, Joy Behar and Whoopi
need your support.

Hello Cosstt Nada
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What I find painful is the misuse of statistics to push an agenda.  The
most obvious misuse is the definition of "covid admission" as being
anyone who tested positive within the previous 28 days.  Ludicrous by
any measure, including "risk of transmission to others".  Do you have
data to support her claim that 90% of all patients in hospital are
unvaccinated?  Do you have data to support the implication that their
being unvaccinated is the cause of their being in hospital?

green_dog
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Address what she implied (that the unvaccinated are in hospital
because they are unvaccinated), or don't waste my time.

green_dog
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The subject is and was Covid patients, not generalized hospital visits.
lol 

TheLastTrump
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This new variant may cause problems with paediatric ICU beds but while
COVID is increasing the stresses on the NHS, there needs to be more
honest discussions about funding, priorities including doctors being trained
up and only then working part time, "diversity", and people feeling "entitled"
to do whatever.

defundthebbc
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If this is true then this proves that the VACCINATED are spreading the virus
and creating more variants. I know have 20% of my work force sick with
Covid but they are all Vaccinated. I don't believe the BS Hospital stats. 

Goldbugger
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This is true of all "vaccines".

Humans become the vector.

Scornd
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Or, they are doing a sickout to get raises.

Truthtellers
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Whatever the rate, you are paid too much.

Demologos
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That makes the lie of the month club. Well done!!

goldwetrust
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The pharmas control the western medical industry, from the top down
through hospital boards and advisory boards, and of course pharma
boards... the Big Money.

 

 

 

koan
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Some folks ended up in the hospital with the flu.

joego1
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Every year prior to these last two years...the NORMAL FLU was always
the big seasonal news target.

Tens of thousands of people every year were dying of the flu...filling the
icu beds...and causing all sorts of trouble.

Now, the FLU has been entirely cured...the thousands of lives we lost
every year have all disappeared...to have nothing but Covid19...and
ONLY Covid19.

I am always so disappointed when the ignorance and stupidity of the
average person is so robustly presented, as it has been during this
entire, contrived, pandemic.
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The PCR test is a complete fraud. That destroys the entire official covid
narrative. Destroys it utterly and convicts the psychopaths behind this
greatest crime against humanity in human history. Everyone promoting and
participating in injecting people with the experimental gene therapy poison
death shot are accessories to genocide.

https://brownstone.org/articles/pcr-tests-and-the-rise-of-disease-panic/

 

Electro Static
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My patience with them is wearing thin.

Undesignated Survivor
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propoganda ! Lie enough its convinces masses its true for so called
"trusted" MSM sources. As if they could ever be trusted ~

Flynt2142ahh
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Citizens of the UK have my sympathy.  The NHS sounds a lot like the VA
system in the US.  It's terrible and run by union bureaucrats.  The only
people at the VA getting good healthcare are the employees as they are
represented by a union.  The veterans don't have much representation and
definitely no union looking out for their best interests!

HRH of Aquitaine 2.0
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Heads in beds/Revenue , Classification on admittance/ Established rate with
quick reimbursement . Administrative and support staff overtime , board
member bonuses . The carriers of this viruses are personnel gain, greed.

iCdeadSheeple
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I'm sure you had an important point to make. Too bad it is
unintelligible. 

bloofer
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Without a means of revenue support this BS would come to a quick
end.

iCdeadSheeple
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It's sounding ever more sinister.

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/12/huge-glenn-beck-tucker-
carlson-us-doctors-reviewing-moderna-vaccine-december-2019-covid-hit-
us-video/

wootendw
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The % of people in hospitals who are vaxxed will be slightly higher than the
average rate of vaccination of the population. The increase will be owing to
the adverse reactions. The vax has no effect.

ThorAss
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There is a truth threshold which will be crossed when a high enough
percentage of the jabbed have very obvious and undeniably bad outcomes.
We seem to be moving ever closer to it. 

DanDaley
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Never underestimate the average persons ability to come to the wrong
conclusion when faced with the possibility their opinions are
misguided!

new guy
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seems like it is time to hold everyone accountable for their lies in pushing
these shots which have killed a massive amount of people and who knows
how many more will die as a result of this

RIGHTPOWER
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Next year, when we get to Booster #10 it will be time for a new US
President.

The experts touting vaccines as a solution need to earn a living somehow so
why not lie?

B190769Sonny
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Dreadfully sorry.

JohnnyCrypto
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tick tock b|tchez.

buzzsaw99
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just another idiot talking out of his azz. This whole thing is a joke.

xloveusa
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Covid is spun like a top, to meet any and all needs necessary… 

 

Stu59
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Basically fabrication and outright lies from those who attempt to profit from
their congenital mental disorders!
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their congenital mental disorders!
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The #1 concern of leftists for 2 years has been the concept of how
important it is NOT to overwhelm the ICU beds.

So they are saying that people who go to the hospital more are worse
people in general.

Ok, then what about people who went to the hospital more in the PAST? Do
the people who have NEVER been to the hospital get any credit? Of course
not! That would reward healthy behavior. They want to force unhealthy 
behavior, not encourage healthy behavior.

Kirk Patrick
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With the help of the British media and academia, COVID is turning into a
battle to the death.

They know the truth, but do not care if you die from systemic abuse.

MrMoMoChaser
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Boris is consulting with Peppa Pig for solutions... I hope he doesn't contract
swine fever... 

🙄

Eyes Opened
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A lie will make it halfway around the planet before the truth even gets it’s
pants on.

Aqualung
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Another article about misleading media utilized to manage perception and
create division?

ZH readers already know and CNN watcher don't, and won't see this, so
choir preaching continues I guess.

kathaleend
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lying sacks of dung 

totally_NOT_a_knightwarrior41
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It’s all about creating fear to drive the cattle in the direction they want them
to go….

Vaccine Passports.

NotMyCircus
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My patience with the medical system in this country is wearing thin .....

Ultracrepidarian
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they have lost a lot of respect in this game that is for sure...no one
trusts them now

youngman
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It all depends what you mean by "UnVaccinated " and "Filled". 

Example 1 10 Bed ICU 90% unvaccinated

1 person has both vaccination and Booster shot (vaccinated)

6 people have 2 vaccination shots (Unvaxxed)

2 People have 1 shot (Unvaxxed)

1 person is not vaxxed 

ICU Filled

10 bed ICU

7 are in ICU for cancer or other illness (6 have covid)

2 people are in for Accidents (both have CoVid)

1 person because of covid 

90% of ICU beds are linked to COVID but only 1 bed is really Covid 

Governments and Fake news love to list the numbers   

Obamanism666
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I know multiple nurses, in multiple states. They all report the same thing.
There are more vaccinated being admitted, or showing up with illness, than
unvaccinated. And it’s not with “ Covid”. It’s heart, or respiratory related.

NoPension
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Both my sister and my niece work at Cleveland clinic. Most in icu and
covid floor got the death jab. I know two ppl, one double jabbed and
one with death booster, both went to the hospital. Thank God one
went home. The other had a heart attack a day after the booster. 

Shay216420
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If the Medcal industry were ran like the aircraft industry they would have had
to park their stethoscopes in the closet years ago. 

hedge4Gain
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How do you know when a politician is lying? When he says "covid" or
"Russia".

(Or any other word, including "a", "an" or "the".)

Angular Momentum
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He moves his lips. 

Bollockinell

How do you know when a politician is lying?
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President Brandon publicly stated the exact same thing. "90% of hospitals
patients are unvaccinated."   Its such a blatant lie that's its almost comical. 

Brianbad1
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I believe you meant to say "Resident Biden."  There, corrected for you!!

rigormortis
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He also said that being vaxxed meant ya wouldn't get sick and ya
wouldn't die.

TwoDrinkMinimum
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It's safe to assume that everything a liberal talking head on TV says is a lie.

averros
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Funny how much is extrapolated from a bogus test.

Garbage in, garbage out.

Every day, all day, endlessly.

oddblock
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German hospitals do not even know vaccination status but simply declare
"Unknown" = "Unvaccinated"

They also receive €7,800 for every patient they declare "Covid-infected"
based on Test Result not Symptoms if they stay in hospital 2 days. - if
longer they get €10,000

So patients found "non-Covid" develop nosocomial infection in hospital

 

Also hospitals fill ICU beds with other patients when not required as ICU
beds and claim for them.

 

Sandmann
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Texas has a very cool tracking website. And they report as of today:

Statewide Hospital Bed Usage 86% used,  5% of beds used for COVID-19.

Statewide ICU Bed Usage 92% of ICU beds used, 13% of beds used for
COVID-19

The hospital counts do not differentiate between vaxxed and unvaxxed.  In
Texas you are still a full fledged citizen even without the federal ownership of
your body.

They also report:

16,162,657 people fully vaccinated (59.9%) of a population of 26 million +.

 

Kprime
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Do I translate that Texas is now 59.9% liberal dems?  God help us!!

rigormortis
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Godless soulless NPC liberal jabbed zombies will lie and manipulate data
AND try to NOT let people see the data OR debate on any aspect of the
'issue'

 

NOT science but SCIENTISM

 

and misery LOVES company, and the jabbed are MISERABLE, because
even THEY see they've been hoodwinked into volunteering for an
experiment that NO ONE knows any acute or chronic health effects

 

sorry, not sorry...

 

i'm just using their phrase against them...the ends justify the means...

Zerogenous_Zone
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Why is he so obcessed with what his patients are wearing?

 

Stinkbug 1

my patience with them is wearing thin
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If the vaccinated people are dying at twice the rate as the unvaccinated as
the evidence says, I want a breakdown of what death causes are increasing 
- I would guess cardiac conditions. If so, can we show the unvaccinated do
not have this increase? Yes, I know no one is motivated to check this.

gm_general
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Propaganda - pure unadulterated propaganda. The Guardian (of what,
certainly not of truth), this Dr. (in his case the dr stands for doorknob) Hilarity
Jones, and all the other vent pipes out there are all  co winners of the annual
Josef Goebbels award.

Mindless blabbering propaganda.

Schacht Mat
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Global warming,  now covid. They're going to milk these hoaxes as long as
they can. 

ants in the pantry
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So most people have to prove that they're drug free to get their job. Now
you have to take an experimental, emergency authorized, drug approved in
108 days but the FDA approval documents will not be available for peer
review for 55 to 75 years to keep your job... huh?

Brought to you by pfizer.

Undesignated Survivor
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I'd bet that at least 40% of the population is unvaxxed.

ants in the pantry
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England's version of The Big Lie.

3ddrafterman
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Good article exposing how TPTB and the media manipulate the public with
lies, fear mongering and false data.

Merica101
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LIES.....THE ICU'S ARE EMPTY........LMMFAO!

Where did the other FAKE Variants run off to??  Lambda, Delta, Mu, and
Nu???  

TheGreatVeeeeeeeeeeCovery-
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You can't just look at a few top line numbers and understand this. For
example suppose that almost all the people that end up in the hospital with
COVID are either pretty old or immunocompromised. Out of this group it's
probably fair to say that they have very high vaccination rates of probably
95% or more. So if that 36% of unvaccinated hospitalizations is coming
from that remaining 5% unvaccinated group then that's significant. This
article seems to me to be cherry picking numbers to fit their narrative.
Unfortunately you can't trust anyone on either side of this. 

BryanM
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Well we do know the vaccine comes with very serious risks for some.
We know it does not prevent infection or transmission. We know they
want to hide the data until this generation is dead. We know that
natural immunity is at least as good as vaccine derrived immunity and
that it's being discounted.

12Doberman
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People landing in hospitals NOW are a mix of

- Postponed medical treatment due to closing access to hospital
except for Covid

- Adverse events due to clot-shots

- General degradation of health due to lockdowns, masks and
general stress

- Medical problems due to loss of work resulting from small/medium
business going out of business due to lockdown

Add your own because people landing in hospitals today are not just
Covid Cases.

"Cases" of people getting a "+" on the PCR are a meaningless
indicator since it says nothing about the person's health or
infectiveness. Cycling above 28 Threshold Cycles is done to just
generate "+" results and sow panic.

LA_Goldbug
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I don't know about the last point but I generally agree with you on
the rest. My observation is that people that have had the vaccine do
get the virus but it is probably less severe. They can spread it but
since they likely clear the virus quicker because they get less sick
they probably spread it a little less. 

BryanM
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Bryan, your analysis of this seems fair and objective along with
Dobermans and Goldbugs.  We need more people having reasonable
conversation about this so we can get ahead of this virus and the
tyranny they are attaching to it.  Keep up the commentary. I’m going to
attempt to talk to my local hospital to see if I can dig into the ICU
percentage claims.

murpheus
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I've never understood using full blown hospitals to manage the covid
patients.

  IV treatments, lung treatments and ventilators do not need to be done in a
hospital - any building would work

 

Every town where there is a hospital has empty building or strip malls - why
these were not converted to covid treatment centers is beyond me - like old
school TB sanitariums - but I suppose hospitals could charge more for being
in the hospital rather than getting treatment in a remodeled strip mall - just
stupid 

Ron Johnson
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How dare you try to take away free govt money from the hospitals!
Dont you know that a hospital main function is to make stupendous
amounts of money? 

 

sgpbulion
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3 more for omicron get in line! 
 

https://mobile.twitter.com/disclosetv/status/1468591081017290767?s=10

Hussflier
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Without doing any research at all... I would theorize that Ivermectin is illegal,

RoboFascist 1st
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2 Reply"

Without doing any research at all... I would theorize that Ivermectin is illegal,
prohibited and unavailable in the UK to the basic population for treatment of
COVID virus infection.
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I believe that that is correct.  EVERYTHING medical is, in effect,
controlled by the Sacred Cow NHS.

Jo A-S
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Those damnable facts!

Voice_of_Doom
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Read Drudge Report and then read Revolver News and you will discover we
live on two different planets.

Cloud9.5
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I see that just looking around me. 

Blano
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Our population has not exploded from reproduction of actual citizens and
neither has that of any other country. Populations have increased because
the parasites of society rape, rob, plunder and starve the third world and the
ME and herd them to our countries as slave labor to replace us using our
money to do it.

taglady
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Infant mortality rate and infertility have risen sharply since the 80s
because if “science” and “tech.” They are poisoning us in every way
they can.

taglady
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Capitol punishment for lying about covid.

mrviolin22
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Umm, no thanks. The state administers that. You want them to be the
arbiter of facts?

pods
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Inner city residents need to get vaxed and boosted ASAP

CarlitosWay123
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Well, as the majority of people is vaccinated and the vaccinated still get get
sick and end up in the ICU, eventually the vaccinated will overtake the
unvaccinated in the number of people on ICU.

I know of people who were unvaccinated and who died. I also know
somebody who had Covid, then got vaccinated but still got Covid a second
time and died. The thing is, nobody is really fully safe.

What is more interesting to know how long the vaccinated vs.the
unvaccinated will be in ICU, or on ventilator and how many will die, etc.

Joe A
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Ivomec is cheap, safe , and effective. 

GatorMcClusky
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<<< cheap, safe , and effective. >>>

That's why Big Pharma hates it.

Son of Loki
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Our poultry love it though, and we love it too!

yojimbo
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Actually if you know who they call unvaccinated you will understand
the crime better

After three weeks any person who was vaccinated is then called
unvaccinated.

So the hospital is filled with vaccinated people

TEAM AMALEK
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You missed the important third scenario:. I know someone who died
FROM getting the vaccine.

 

I personally know someone who did, and there are numerous instances
in the Vaers database 

a false profit
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And if that person died less than 2 weeks after the jab they were
counted as unvaccinated.

Nomen Nescio
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Guess we are lucky that they are liars.  If they told the truth from the
beginning, the global population may have been 90%+ jabbed before the
adverse effects were documented.

Now they can shove their jab up their 4th point of contact (rear end).  Even
the previously jabbed are saying - not again.

SMC
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In full support of these facts, the official UK .gov stats for the month of
November show that 80% of CovID deaths were fully vaccinated. A large
majority of hospitalisations with CovID were fully vaccinated and most
CovID positive cases were of fully vaccinated.

See the article which quotes the official .gov stats here: PrincipiaScientific-
England-CovID-deaths-01-Nov-to-28-Nov--fully-vaccinated=80-
percent.png

We are being deliberately deceived and lied to by government, the corporate
media and their payrolled hangers-on like Kevin Mcguire (Deputy Editor of
the Leftist Daily Mirror).

smacker
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It seems the plan, all along, was to get people to blame Covid for the
coming Greater Depression, instead of the rampant money printers.

The Fool On The Hill
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Certainly. But there are many other objectives too.

smacker
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We should all sit back laughing as they destroy their narrative ...

1. Moronic variant == just the sniffles..
2. PPSD ==> pandemic over anyway (POST Pandemic Stress

(non)Disorder)
3. Gaslighting polls get ratioed and then pulled..
4. Sheep wake up during this..

 

Byte Me
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I think we sit now at 50:50 idiots:people that understand, but the flow is
coming our way, let's warm up the guillotines, we gonna need it soon...

cookiesanyone
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The ICUs in the UK DO HAVE many people who should not be there:
relatively young (40 to 60 yrs old) thin and no underlying morbidity. Not even
diabetes or history of high blood pressure. 
 

These are OVERWHELMINGLY the unvaccinated. Once intubated, recovery
is rare. They nearly all die. It is tragic. 
 

All the above is admittedly completely anecdotal, but I have access to the
Doctors Net UK forum which has over 200k doctors on it. The above is
distilled from anecdotal reports from dozens of ICUs across the UK. The
Intensivists feel like the many who warned about the dangers of smoking
but were ignored. 
 

Get vaccinated. The Pfizer or Astra Zeneca. The antivaxxers are nuts. Loony
tunes. Bonkers. You may have a vaccine reaction. It is worth the insurance
against being intubated. It’s a HORRIBLE way to go. 

Orthoterminator
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Get vaccinated.
get lost. I’m unvaccinated and proud of it. Never got the coof. My
natural immunity blows your death jab away.

Shay216420
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I don't think that most of the ICU docs are being dishonest but they are
biased by virtue of seeing all of the outlying cases. They see a small
slice of Covid patients and it's the worst of the worst 

HarryBallsack
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No. They do not stay in the ITU. They assist wards with patients on
high flow pressurised oxygen by mask or helmet. And the high
dependency units (HDUs). They are doing everything they can to
keep these patients out of ICU as they almost always die once
intubated. So they have much more of a bigger picture than you
think. And they are using steroids, REGEN-COV, TOCI etc. 
 

The ones that are surviving spend around 2 weeks on pressurised
oxygen and it is touch & go all the time. 
 

Ignore the nut jobs here: they are very popular but very wrong. 

Orthoterminator
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How about docs just start putting the sick on IVERMECTIN
and/or HYDROXYCHLOROQUINE once the Covid virus is the
suspect?  Both drugs are cheap, plentiful and have
extraordinarily low side effects.  Why wait to give a sick person
something, that time and time again, has been shown to work?

Cautiously Pessimistic
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This effect occurs in every area of life.   What's the opinion of a
skilled mechanic of the average car owner's care of his vehicle? 
The animal control worker of care of pets?   The cop in an inner city
area of young people in general? 

All see biased samples of a large population and it affects their
perception of the whole.  There is likely a name for this but I've no
idea what it is. 

Zorch
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plus they are in on the take....own the drug stocks...etc

youngman
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I think I'll go with Dr. Robert Malone, inventor of the mRNA technology
used in these shots, who says natural immunity is better.

I mean, it was a tough call... Between Dr. Malone, and someone who is
completely full of 5h!t, but I think I made the right choice.

Patmos

All the above is admittedly completely anecdotal
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I'm avoiding Britain itself because of loser pseudo-medics like yourself.

Take your unsubstantiated anecdotal BS to Crybaby Morgan's show.

Byte Me
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Wow, what a pathetic sad rebuttal.  Lol, you seem like a moronic
variable for sure. 

Optimist Down
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The only reason they are being put on ventilators is because the
psychopaths in government are refusing to allow the use of Ivermectin
or HCQ for early treatment. At this point the government is killing
people, not the bug.

Secret Weapon
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The studies showing any efficacy from either HCQ or ivermectin are
bogus and have been exposed as such. There is nothing more than
anecdote and conspiracy theory behind them. A large Egyptian trial
is the worst offender re ivermectin. Plagiarised and extensively
fabricated. Look, even I tried to get some HCQ last year before
vaccines came out. Huge numbers of Drs got some ‘just in case’.
Drs are getting vaccinated, not relying on HCQ or ivermectin.
Resisting vaccination because you think HCQ or ivermectin are
equal or better is wilful stupidity. They are not. 

Orthoterminator
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opinion and NOT fact

 

there are numerous instances of OTC and natural immunity
working...AND the data on the jabs?  well we'll get to see it
AFTER we're dead, right?

 

keep lining up for the real-time human experiment, and i will
continue to be part of the control group

 

you know...science and all that

Zerogenous_Zone
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It is now all lying to hide the fact the vax-except as a  profit centre- has near
zero effect. They are scared to death rightly. My big worry now is this new
variant. It is obviously weaker cos this is how it works-the more variants the
weaker. Of course the dummies don`t know that , OR ANYTHGINGN ,. I
expect any day now to hear repeated endlessly that  the new variant has
been neutered by the fabulous vaccines so keep sticking them needles in
and jail any refusers.

Irishjohn
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